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Proceedings of the 2011 AFMS 
Medical Research Symposium 

Introduction 
 
The U.S. Air Force Medical Service presented the sixth annual Air Force Medical Research Symposium coordinated by the 
Air Force Medical Support Agency’s Research and Development Division (AFMSA/SGRS).  The symposium was held on 2-
4 August 2011 in the Washington DC area at the Gaylord National Resort Hotel and Convention Center in National Harbor, 
MD.  The symposium featured two half-days of plenary sessions, one and a half days of scientific presentations, and a poster 
session.   
 
The symposium was organized into several tracks to include Enroute Care, Force Health Protection, Healthcare Informatics, 
Operational Medicine (In-Garrison Care), and Psychological Health/Traumatic Brain Injury, as follows: 

 The Enroute Care Track addressed science and technology targeted at the continuum of care during transport from 
point of injury to definitive care including, but not limited to: Casevac, Medivac; Aeromedical Evacuation; Critical 
Care Air Transport; and Patient Staging.  Further areas addressed included: patient stabilization; patient preparation 
for movement; impact of in-transit environment on patient and AE crew physiology; human factors concerns for AE 
crew or patient population; AE/medical personnel training; infectious disease/control; burn management; pain 
management; resuscitation; lifesaving interventions; and nutrition research in the enroute care environment.    

 The Force Health Protection Track focused on prevention of injury and illness and the early recognition or detection 
of emerging threats for in-garrison or deployed operations.  Topics of interest include research in bio-surveillance, 
infectious disease, emerging threats (pandemic response), protective countermeasures, disaster 
response/consequence management, toxicology/health risks (e.g., particulates nanomaterials, radiation, etc.), 
monitoring disease trends, other areas of preventive medicine, public and environmental health relevant to the 
military workforce.   

 The Healthcare Informatics Track focused on the use of innovative information management & technology solutions 
that enhance healthcare delivery at any point of the full spectrum of patient care to include medical simulation and 
training.  

 The Operational Medicine (In-Garrison Care) Track focused on care delivered in the outpatient or inpatient in-
garrison setting and on enhancing the performance of airman in challenging operational and expeditionary 
environments. 

 The Psychological Health/Traumatic Brain Injury Track addressed topics pertaining to screening, diagnosis, and 
treatment of TBI and/or Psychological Health in the military community.  Specific focus areas within Psychological 
Health included depression, substance use disorders, family functioning, and suicide prevention.  Topics of special 
interest included field-deployable diagnostic tests for mild TBI (concussion), blast modeling, large epidemiologic 
studies of Psychological Health and TBI, and strategies for translating research into practice. 

 
These proceedings are organized into five volumes, as follows: 

 Volume 1. This volume is a general overview of the entire 2011 Air Force Medical Research Symposium and 
includes abstracts of all the oral presentations and posters.  First presented is the symposium’s opening 
plenary session, followed by the abstracts from the four technical tracks, and then the closing plenary 
session.  The abstracts associated with the poster session are in the last section of these proceedings. The 
agenda for the overall symposium is in Appendix A, attendees are listed in Appendix B, and continuing 
education information is in Appendix C of this volume.  Appendices D-J are copies of presentation 
slides from the plenary sessions. 

 Volume 2.  This volume contains abstracts and presentation slides for the Enroute Care Track. 
 Volume 3.  This volume contains abstracts and presentation slides for the Force Health Protection Track. 
 Volume 4.  This volume contains abstracts and presentation slides for the Healthcare Informatics Track. 
 Volume 5.  This volume contains abstracts and presentation slides for the Operational Medicine (In-Garrison Care) 

Track. 
 Volume 6.  This volume contains abstracts and presentation slides for the Psychological Health/Traumatic Brain 

Injury Track. 
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Patient-Centered Precision Care (PC2) 

Dr. Ronald Miller, SG9Z, Air Force Medical Support Agency 

The Air Force Patient-Centered Precision Care (PC2Z) Program has been established to guide the use of 
genomic information in clinical decision-making as the field of personalized medicine advances and medical 
evidence accumulates.  Recent advances in genomic technology have suggested that analyses of a patient’s 
genome can provide information on an individual’s health, identifying a patient’s response to medication or a 
person’s risk of developing disease relative to the average population.   In order to fully realize the potential of 
genomic medicine, further work must be done to demonstrate its clinical utility and to establish an effective 
infrastructure for the integration of genomics into clinical care.  To achieve these goals, the PC2Z Program is 
composed of four major pillars: 

1. Policy: to identify and address the ethical, legal, and social issues associated with the utilization of genomic 
information in clinic.   

2. Research: to longitudinally assess the clinical utility of the genomic information in the delivery of health 
care.   Additionally, de-identified genomic information will be provided to the government and academic 
partners for use in additional genetic studies aimed at discovering novel disease-gene associations. 

3. Informatics: to evaluate methods for the storage, protection, and integration of genomic information into 
the existing electronic healthcare records.   

4. Education:  to provide educational resources for medical staff and patients on interpretation and benefits of 
genomic information in the delivery of health care. 

Through the PC2Z program, genomic data will become a valuable resource, informing the efficient and targeted 
delivery of health care to patients in the future. 
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Headquarters U.S. Air Force 
Integrity- Service- Ex c ellen c e 

AFMS Patient-Centered 
Precision Care (PC2Z) 

\J •:• 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

Genomic Medicine Research 

Chris Bradburne, PhD and Ruth Vogel, MPH 
The Johns Hopkins University, 

Applied Physics Laboratory 
Major Heather Halvorson, MD, MPH 

Major Cecili Sessions, MD, MPH 

AFMS Medical Innovations Division 

August 2011 

PC2 Overview 

• Air Force Medical Service Patient-Centered Precision Care (PC2 ) 

• State of the art, evidence-based, personalized care 
incorporating all available patient information 

• Targeted prevention, diagnostics and therapy 

• Two parallel efforts 
• PC2-Ciinical (Air Force Clinical Decision Support) 

• PC2-Z (Genomic Medicine Research) 

• PC'-Z (Genomic Medicine Research) 

• Advance genome-informed personalized medicine in AFMS 

• Leverage existing AFMS resources, infrastructure, and data 
• Develop agile, scalable program 

Int e gr i ty- Serv ic e- E x celle n ce 

~~ •:.• Agenda 
U.S. AJR FORC• 

• Overview Patient-Centered Precision Care (PC') 

• Genomic Disease and Medicine 

• Implementing Genomic-informed Medicine 

• PC'Z Program Approach and Objectives 

• Knowledge Generation Research Pillar 

• Bioinformatics Research Pillar 

• Genomic Education Research Pillar 

• Ethical, Legal, and Social Issues I Policy Research Pillar 

• Systems Engineering I Advance Genomic Diagnostic System 

• Whole Genome Sequencing and the future of PC2Z 

• Future PC'Z Program Collaborative 

I n t e g rit y - Se r vice- E xcel l e n c e 

~~ •:• Genomic Disease and Medicine 

• The long road to realizing genome-informed medicine 

1990 
Structure and primary 
sequence of genomes 

2000 
Biology and variation 
ofgenomes 

2011 

Biology of 
disease 
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Implementing 
Genome-Informed Medicine 

• Utilizing GWAS data to .screen individuals for disease conditions 
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•:• Genomic Disease and Medicine 
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• Inheritance of genetic diseases f'RFi\ 
• Mendelian (single gene or locus disorders) \Q.YJ +environment 

• Multifactorial traits 

• Chromosomal abnormalities 

• Mitochondrial inheritance ii I @) 
• Mendelian Disease-- (current genetic clinical care) 

• Complex Conditions 

• Muttigenic, complex, etc- GWAS shows associations or 
markers which allow for risk estimation 

\j .. :. 
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Int egr i ty - Ser ui ef: - 't:n :ellen.ee 

Implementing 
Genome-Informed Medicine 

• Approach to personalized medicine must include not only genomics 

• PC2-Ciinical 
10.. E>M!ONMiNTAl 

POl "GENIC 

For any condition the overall balance of genetic and environmental 
detennlnants can be represented by a point somewhere within the triangle 
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Implementing 
Genome-Informed Medicine 

• Collaboration Is absolutely neces$ary 

• Technology outpacing medical evidence for clinical Implementation 

• P•rc•ptlon: ability to sgqugnc• th• g•nom9 =clinical action 

• Complex condit ions? Clinical utility? Modest effect size? 

• Show~topplng ethical, legal, and soclel lssues for military 

• Need to establish policy and to adapt to changes In fleld/soclety 

• Healthcareteams and patients need education and experience 

• Requires proven, robust health in·formatics in routine clinical use 

• Solution system will need to incorporate regulatory requirements, 
need for accepted standards, interoperability across healthsystems, 
patient ri ghts, intellectual property/reimbursement, translation 
function for rapid integration of new evidence 

~J .. :,. 
U.S. A IR FORC• 

PC2Z Program Approach 
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~J •: • PC2Z Program Approach 
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• Consortium of leading experts to direct / inform integrated program 

• Government and academic partners; JHU APL program Integrator 

• Collaboration and transpar11ncy 

jOHNS HOPKINS 
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U..S.AIRFORC• 

PC2Z Pillars 

• Knowledge Generation I Research Pillar (KGR) 

• Objective: expand evidence for clinical utility of genomic 
information 

• Longitudinal Clinical Utility Study 

• Raport ganomlc rtsk to participants 

• Complex conditions treated in Primary Care 

• Potentially clinically actionable 

• Objective: craata digital blobank 

• Full sequence and clinical data 

• Objective: support knowledge generation I discovery studies 

• NIH NCBI dbGAP m<>chanlsm 

I ntegrily - Ser u i c e - Ex c e ll e n c e 
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PC2Z Pillars 
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Patient Health Record with Secure Messaging (PHR/SM) Implementation at Elmendorf AFB 

Drs. Ritu Agarwal and Catherine Anderson, University of Maryland 

We describe early results of a pilot patient health record (PHR) project implemented and deployed at Elmendorf 
Air Force Base in December 2010.  The PHR tool supports entry and management of health information 
directly by patients, integrates with the patient’s clinical record, and supports secure patient-provider 
messaging.  It is a core component of the US Air Force’s transition towards a healthcare delivery system that is 
patient-focused and incorporates principles of the Patient Centered Medical Home.  We provide a brief 
summary of the project from its initial motivation through development and the go-live period.  We outline our 
long-term research goal which is to gather evidence to demonstrate the value of this suite of tools on patients’ 
health outcomes, their empowerment in making health-related decisions, engagement with healthcare, and the 
efficiency of health services delivery.  Finally, we provide early evidence from surveys of users and providers 
conducted at the launch of the pilot to assess their baseline expectations about the system and insights on 
effectiveness of change management efforts.  1,639 patients registered during the project’s three month baseline 
period.  283 patients responded to the email survey requests.  Approximately half of the providers completed 
surveys.  While it is very early in the implementation of the PHR and available data for analysis is limited, we 
are able to make a few recommendations based on preliminary findings.  Early results indicate an 
overwhelmingly positive patient response to the PHR tool which is not reflected to the same degree by the 
providers.  Consequently, training and messaging targeted toward providers should be positive but also 
realistically set expectations.  As the PHR is deployed at other MTFs, opportunities to personally promote the 
PHR via registration desks and directly through providers and staff should be emphasized as findings suggest 
these mechanisms result in higher positive patient perceptions of and intentions to use the PHR. 
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Headquarters U.S. Air Force 
I nte gr i t y - S e r v ice - E xcell e n c e 

Patient Health Record with Secure 
Messaging (PHR/SM) 

Implementation at Elmendorf AFB 

\,~ 
••• • 

Drs. Ritu Agarwal and Catherine Anderson, 
University of Maryland 

Col. J. Zarate, USAF 

Maj. Claudine Ward, USAF 

U.S. AIR FORCE 
August 201 1 

·~ t 

':.{Empowering Patients with Technology 
U.S.AJRFORCI!: 

Consumers are interested in self 
management of health info (Pew 
2011; Deloitte 2008) 

• 91 'v iable' PHR products with 
different features and 
characteristics (Jones et aL 201 0) 

• Despite importance of P HR tools 
for patient engagement and 
pote ntial benefits in cost reduction 
and improved quality of care, there 
exists limited evidence about PH R 
deployment and use 

I nt e grity - S ervice - E x c e ll e nce 

~J •:.• Agenda 
U.S.AIRFOR CI!: 

• Empowering patients with technology 

• Project background & objectives 

• Project inception and evolution 

• Project organization 

• System rollout 

• Early adopters-who are they and what are their usage 
patterns? 

• Research study overview & baseline highlights 

• Next steps 

l PJ t egrit y - S e r v ice - E.'\:cellen.ce 

~J •:• Project Background & Objectives 
U.S.AIR FOA CI! 

• AFMS key aims are to improve overall readiness, experience of care, 
population health and per capita cost 

• AFMS is committed to pursuing strategies consistent with the 
princip les of the patient-centered medical home (PCMH) initiative 

• Goals of the PHRISM implementation project: 

• Improve qua lity of healthcare 

• Increase staff productivity 

• Decrease staff workload 

• Increase patient control and empowerment 

PCMH is the lynchpin to better decision 
support for patients and heatth teams 

Gcnersl Green, SG USAF 

I ntegrit y - Se rvice - E xcelle n ce 
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\.~ •:.• Project Inception and Evolution 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

1 lnrtiated in 2008 by AFSG 

1 Joint Base at Elmendorf~Richardson (JBER) selected 

1 Approximately 37,000 patients; medical group staff of 
approximate ly 150 

1 Project Team consisted of 4 sub~teams each focused on specific tasks 

• Functional Team 

• Technical Team 

1 Change Management Team 

1 Study Design Team 

\.~ •:.• 
U.S.AJRFORCI!: 

Ir1t egrity- Service- E .Tcellence 

System Rollout & Change 
Management 

SYSTEM ROLLOUT 
Key activities requiring completion prior to go-live included: 

• Obtaining information assurance compliance 

• Establishment of a production support team 
• Revisiting business rules 

• User acceptance 

CHANGE MANAGEMENT 
Engage stakeholders throughout the process with primary goals to: 

• Reduce resistance from and promote adoption by medical group 
staff 

• Drive demand of and promote adoption by patient population 
• Proactively identify and mitigate risks 

• Prepare medical group to effectiyely use the tool and integrM.e 
seaJre messaging into existing clinical processes 

Integrity- :Service - E.Tc e(lence 

\.~ •:.• Project Organization Chart 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

lPJtegrit y - Service - E.'\:cellen.ce 

~ .t 
,, Patients' Perspectives: Benefits 

U.S.AIRFOACI! 

Integrit y - Serv ice - E x celle nce 
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~ .t 

"::f Patients' Perspectives: Concerns 

Ir1tegrity- Service- E.Tcell ence 

\.J •:.• Branding Samples 
U.S.AJRFORCI!: 

\.J •:.• Branding & Messaging 
U.S.AIRFORCI!: 

• MiCare chosen as the name of the PHRISM solution 

• Central marketing theme " Take Command of Your Healthcare" 

• Marketing material developed to appeal to different groups of patients 
(e.g., active duty, parents, retirees) 

• Key PHRISM Capabilities and Benefits Used: 

• Request your next ~pointment 

• Request medication renewals 

• Receive your test arx:l lab results 

• Maintain a Personal Hearth Record (PHR) to manage your health 

• Communicate online 'Nith yoor healthcare team about non-urgent symptoms 

• Avoid unnecessary office visits and telephone calls 

• Request a copy of your immunization record 

• Access a large library of patialt education materials 

lPJtegrit y - Service- E.Tcellen.ce 

\.J •:• 
2-Pronged Change 

Management Approach U.S.AIR FOACI! 

PATIENTS I MEDICAL GROUP 5~ 

L Marketina Vehk:.les J L Communication Vehic5es 

Integrit y - Service- Excellence 
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Elmendorf MTF 
Reg~tratio~Oi!sJr. 

\.J •:.• 
U.S.AJRFORCI!: 

Patient Enrollment Process & 
System Interaction 

Ir1tegrity- Service- E.Tcel l ence 

EARLY FINDINGS 

Integrity- Service- E xc ellence 

\.J •:.• Research Study Overview 
U.S.AIRFOR CI!: 

• Goal: assess impact of PHRISM on patienVprovider satisfaction and 
clinical and operationa l outcomes; lea rn best practices 

• Data collected from 3 sources at baseline, 6 months and 12 months to 
provide suffic ient time for outcomes to be influenced 

~ 
~:~J-1 

s urvey data: perceptions, attitudes 
Medical data: health outcomes 
Service data: resource utilization 
Comparison 'Ntth control group • 

Research Data Set 

lPJtegrit y - Service - E.Tcellen.ce 

~ .t 
,, Adoption Rates during Baseline 

U.S.AIR FOA CI! 

Baseline Period Enrollment 

DEC JAN 

Date 

Integrit y - Serv ice - E xcellence 
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\.~ •:.• Who are the Early Adopters? 
U.S. A IR FORCE 

- - __ ....., ...., 
.....-.Ctl ~~~~ ...,_PI 

Demographics 

Gender (Ma!e=1) I .46 I .37(1*. I .36 (1") - 411.0 32.1(1'1 47.2(1•.a"' 

Sponsor Pay Grade I 5.48 I 5.40(1*) I 5.69W,2*) __ .,..._,.. 
12 .13 • 

Dependents vs. Active Duty I 52 I .64(1") I 55 (2") 
(Dependent Category = 1) 

Medical Condition ------ 311 •11'1 .13 (1>.a"' 

I 20,069 1,518 I 283 

Aq,(SSyr.:lPJill.""' I r1tegrity - S ervice- E.Tcel l ence 

\.~ •:.• 
U.S.AJRFORCI!: 

Study Highlights -
Patient Expectations 

• Pat ients are overwhelmingly posit ive 
• I think on line contact with doctor & medical records will answer 

lots of questions and save so much time for both doctor and 
patients. 

• I'm exci ted at this opportunity, and feel like it is always 
empc;;;ering to be able to communicate via the internet about 
routine health issues- and can vety well prevent visits to the 
clinic .. 

• Jam really exci ted to use MiCare. I was extremely impressed 
that 11 has compiled all of my health information from all of my 
providers. Being in the military and moving a lot, sometimes you 
forget thmgs or names and this is an extremely valuable tool to 
me. 

I nt egrity - Service - Excellence 

\.~ •:.• How are they Using the Tool? 
U.S. AIR FORCe: 

• 28% {compared to 25% of survey sample) o f enrolled patients either 
sent/received messages or accessed their PHR in f irs t month 

All Enrollees 
Enrolled f Not 

Survey Sample 
Surveyed 

variable 
Average Average Average 

""""' """"' Uoage 

Messages Sent/Received 486 20.84 422 22.05 64 12.89• 

Webvisits 2.00 2.00 

PHR Accesses 496 192.19 424 187.93 72 21 7.32 

Total Activity 496 212.62 424 209.88 72 228.78 

lPJ t egrity - Service - E.'\:cellence 

\.~ •:.• 
U.S.AIRFOACI! 

Study Highlights -
What Patients Find of Value 

• Top 5 PHRI SM features of 18 
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\.~ •:.• 
U.S. AIR F ORCE 

Study Highlights
Change Management Effectiveness 

Personal Tactics . ~ ............. ,,_ 

Rej)istration desk L. 
Provider~~~~t;An / 
recomm~ 

Significantly correlated with: 
Use intentions 
Yatue perceptions 
Compatibility perceptions 
E~tpotentiaJ 

Impersonal Tactics -··· ... ···-.,,\ r 
{ Flyers c...J 

~~ H~o=~~.~~;=on~o~N:p::::::~ 

~ • Emans .P/ 
'------~-/ 

\.~ •:.• 
U.S. AJRFORCI!: 

Ir1tegrity- Se rvice- E.Tcell ence 

Study Highlights
Provider/Patient Perceptions 

Comparison of Patient and Provider Perceptions 

Integrity- Service- E xc ellence 

\.~ •:.• 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

Study Highlights
Provider Expectations 

• Providers express concern in open-ended comments 
• Initial promotion made many promises which have not been born out in 

practice and use. It has increased workload tremendously without improving 
paUent satisfact;on. 

• Providers, nurses, techs and paUents have all been frustrated by what is 
lacking. 

• I realize that MiGare is a work in progress, but the content on the paUent side 
is not cunently as riel> as Iliad been led to believe it would be. Many lab 
results seem to be missing. 

• MiCare does not communicate with our current electromc medical records 
system- so everything we do in MiCare that needs to be part of the official 
medical records causes me to perform the tasks twice--waste of time! 

lPJtegrit y - Service - E.Tcellen.ce 

\.~ •:• Summary of Early Findings 
U.S. AIRFOACI! 

• Positive " expectations" among patients, less so for providers 

• Adoption is trending up but still low 

• Key 1s personal promot1on and recommendation to patients by 
providers 

• Usage is low 

• Provider-init iated secure messaging 

• Identification and designation of super users 

• Compelling "'use" stories 

• Over coming provider resistance 

• Realistic messaging and expectation management 

• Sufficient training of providers/staff 

• Workflow ;mrl hu~iness rules 

Integrit y - Service - E x celle nce 
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\J •:• Next Steps 
US.AUtFOitCI! 

• September: 6 months f rom end of baseline period 

• Analyze usage data 

• Match Elmendorf sample w ith control g roup 

• Explore effects on medical outcomes 

• Medical conditions 

• Diabetes 

• Hypertension 

• Asthma 

• Polypharmacy 

• High utilizers 

I nt e grity - Se rv i ce - E xcell e nce 
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Effects of COMPASS Workflow Documentation Quality of Family Medicine Physicians using the 
Military Electronic Health Record (AHLTA) 

Lt Col Charles Motsinger, Workflow Division, Office of the Chief Information Officer, Air Force 
Medical Support Agency 

Abstract: Electronic medical records are touted to be able to improve the documentation of medical care.  To 
date there are no studies applying a standardized clinical workflow to an electronic medical record.  AIMS: To 
determine if the COMPASS workflow improves the documentation and coding of family physicians using the 
military’s electronic medical record (AHLTA).  Method: 189 charts were reviewed retrospectively from two Air 
Force family medicine residency sites.  Primary outcomes were compliance with Joint Commission (JC) and 
Health Services Inspection (HSI) requirements for outpatient documentation, relative value units (RVU’s) per 
encounter, coding accuracy, and readability of notes.  Results: The COMPASS workflow is associated with a 
significant increase in compliance with JC and HSI requirements (P<.05), a significant increase in RVU’s per 
encounter (P<.05), a significant increase in coding accuracy (P<.05) and a significant increase in readability of 
notes (P<.05). 
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Headquarters U.S Air Force 
Integrit y - Servi. c e- E xcellen ce 

Effects of CDM PASS Workflow on 
Doa.Jmentation Quality of Family Medidne 

Physidans using the Military 8ectronic 
Health Fe:ord (AHLTA) 

~~ ••• • 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

Workflow Division 
Office of the Olief Information Officer 

AFMSN!DS 
2Aug2011 

Joint Commission!HSI 

1"- l"iempTce ~~ i 

~J •:.• Methods and Results 
U.S. AIR FORCe: 

• IRB approved research comparing documentation at 
Travis (non-COMPASS) and Nellis (COMPASS). 

• Participants: Teaching staff and Intern records: 250 charts 

• Results: COMPASS workflow associated with 

• Increased Joint Commission/HSI compliance 

• Increased Readability of notes 

• Increased coding accuracy 

• Increased RVU' s per encounter 

l PJ tegrity - Service - E."':cellen.ce 

Readability of Note 

Integr i ty- Service - E xcellence 
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\.~ •:.• 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

Non Cbmpass Saff 

Non Q:xnpasslntems 

Chmpasslnterns 

Coding Accuracy 

49% 

27% 
64% 

73% 

I r1tegr i ty - S ervice- E .T cellence 

\.~ •:.• 
U.S.AJRFORCI!: 

QUESTIONS 

I nt e grity - S ervice - E x c e llence 

\.~ •:.• RVU's per Encounter 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

NonComp.u§ NooCOmp<U§ Comp;us 

""' CompznSUff lnt!!m§ Imems 
Pro' -ider Entered o.m Ll5 0.943 l.lh 

COfl'~ted 1.054 Ll64 1.06/ 1.152 

RVUpel f.IICOIII\tllf RWp«EIICoutlttr 

lPJ t egrit y - S erv ice - E."Ccellen.ce 
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Teamwork Factors Affecting Safe Blood Product Administration 

Maj Jennifer Hatzfield, Travis AFB, United States Air Force 

Background:  Blood transfusion errors are a potentially fatal mistake that can occur within the hospital setting 
and often result from errors in patient identification at the bedside just prior to administration.  Transfusion 
errors are most frequent in smaller facilities and primarily due to administering a correctly labeled unit of blood 
to the incorrect patient.   

Methods:  Between March 2009 and August 2009, the simulation center at David Grant Medical Center devised 
a scenario to test if appropriate patient identifiers were verified prior to administering a unit of packed red blood 
cells.  Thirteen teamwork activities were scored for sixteen different clinical teams.  

Results:  Of the sixteen simulations, four teams (25%) hung the incorrect blood for the patient in the simulated 
environment.  One teamwork factor (team cross-monitors and gives feedback) was statistically significantly 
lower for groups that gave the wrong blood (p=0.03).  Four other items suggested differences between groups, 
but were not statistically significant because of the limited sample size.  These factors included directing 
responsibility to individual team members (p=0.13), engaging the patient in treatment (p=0.15), making 
decisions through collective input (p=0.13), and clear goals articulated from the leader (p=0.11).  There were no 
differences in the scores from the other teamwork factors (p=1.0 for all).  

Conclusion:  The simulation environment provides a valuable avenue to practice and evaluate high-risk 
activities, such as blood product administration.  Additional study is needed to determine if the identified 
teamwork items are significantly different in a larger sample size and in other high-risk activities. 
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Use of Simulation •· . ' ,, '\. 

Simulation is an important tool to: ~~ _ .~4~ , 
Evaluate teamwork and V r ~ 1·"-q j 
communication skills (Calhoun ' f, 
et al., 2009; Rosen et al. , 2008; _t. f~·- _ ·1 

Manser, 2008) Ill 
Improve training (Ward-Smith, · 
2008, Overstreet, 2008) Ill-- -
Evaluate factors associated 1 .. , 

with blood product administration · ~'-
(Liu, Grundgeiger, Sanderson, ...._ ~ 

~enkins & Lean~~~~~}~---- _ ____ ~~ 

Methods 

17 different clinical teams were evaluated 
between March 2009 and August 2009 . 
Efforts part of scheduled Team STEPPS training 
accomplished in the simulation center by every , 
inpatient unit ', 
Scenario designed to test if appropriate patient 1 

identifiers were verified prior to administering a 1 

unit of packed red blood cells (PRBCs). :' 
Scenarios were videotape~, and then scored by ,/ 
a smgle TeamSTEPPS tramed staff member c;)li' 
the Simulation Center .-----/ / 
13 teamwork factors were scored -for each team 

_____ .. ·· / 

TeamSTEPPS® 

Stands for: "Team Strategies and Tools to 
Enhance Performance and Patient Safety" 
Evidence-based, teamwork system to 
improve patient safety 
Developed by the DoD Patient Safety 
Program and the Agency for Healthcare 
Research and Quality (AHRQ) 
Comprised of four specific skills: 

Communication 
Leadership 
Situation Monitoring 

- _ .MutUil.LSupporL- -

The Scenario 

I 
(AHRQ, 4010) 

Patient presented with signs/symptoms of low 
Hemoglobin/Hematocrit 
Nursing staff had to provide telephone report to 
physician 
Provider directed nursing staff to request 1 unit of 
packed red blood cells, and he/she would arrive 
shortly 
When physician arrived, brought the unit of 
PRBCs, and instructed the nursing staff to give it 
"right away" // 
The PRBCs brought by the provider were for _9.-.--·/' 
different patient (different name, and different 1 
SSN) and was a different blo<:~ type - -
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Scoring 

Each element scored as: "Needs Improvement", 
"Met Standards", or 'Exceeded Standards" 

Verbal Communication 
Use of SBAR format (Situation, Background, 
Assessment, Recommendation) 
"Call Out"/Directing responsibility to a specific person 

Check Back: Closed loop communication 

Hand-Off/Debriefs at transitions in care 

Team includes patient/family in communication 

Team shares information/makes decisions through 
collective input 

Scoring 

Leadership 
Leader articulates team goals ., 
Team members express common understandin~ 
of problem and roles 

Leader holds team members accountable 

Team members empowered to speak-up and 
challenge 

Situation Monitoring/Mutual Support 
Team cross-monitors 
Shared Mental Model 

Effective Feedback 
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Teamwork Factors 

Four other items suggested differences 
between groups: 

Directing responsibility to individual team 
members (p=0.13) 
[higher for teams that gave the wrong blood] 

Includes patient/family in communication (p=0.15)! 

Make decisions through collective input (p=0.13) i 
Clear goals articulated from the leader (p=O .11 }.· _...--

..---" 
--~ 

----------

Implications for Local Practice 

Scenario highlighted the need for further 
process improvement in blood product 
administration 
(Blood product checklist completed in 201 0) 

Reinforces the need for continued 
TeamSTEPPS training using simulations 
(Is the investment of staff time worthwhile?) 

Supports the need for units to evaluate and : _./ 
improve teamwork factors / 
(Does a teamwork score really matter?~-~ 

Teamwork Factors 
No other differences in scores were observed from the 
remaining teamwork factors. 

Leadership Verbal Communication 
Use of SBAR format 
(Situation, Background. 
Assessment, 
Recommendation) 
(p=0.67) 

Team members express common', 
understanding of problem and rol~s 
(p=1 OJ I 
Leader holds team members 
accountable (p=1 0) 

Check Back Closed loop 
communication (p=1.0) 
Hand-Off/Debnefs at 

Team members empowered to 
1 

speak-up and challenge (p=1.0),· // 

-· trans1t1ons m care (p=1.0) Situation Monitoring!__ __ ..-·" 

~~~~~~i~~~~akes Mutual S_upport - . / 
decis1ons through ____ sr,a_red Mental Model (p=1;)ll 

--<:ollectiV~(p=·'l-0}-- - - --- Effective Feedback (p=1.~j 

Implications for Patient Safety 

Specific teamwork factors appear to be 
associated with poor patient safety 
outcomes 

Initial and recurring teamwork training 
should emphasize the importance of each 
teamwork factor 

Simulations can provide a safe environmenti_-...--
to learn from failure ____...-- · .-----

Direct feedback for the participants - · 
. . . .. . . . I 

Ab11tty to evaluat~ _trends w1th1n an organ1zat19n 
------- .l/ 
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Limitations 

Limited sample size 

Accomplished at one location 

TeamSTEPPS teamwork factors have 
face validity, but scores have not been 
validated with established teamwork 
measures 

Inter-rater reliability of scores has been 
a problem in the past, reason for a /~__.
single rater in this project 

Future Research 

Expand scenarios to include other low
volume, high-risk activities: is success 
associated with the same teamwork factors 
What is the role of experience and 
expertise on teamwork and patient safety 
outcomes 
Explore the relationship among teamwork 
factors (communication, leadership, 
situation monitoring & mutual support) 
Further validation of teamwork scoring /_..--
elements is needed 
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Analysis of Population-Level Data 

Dr Ryan Mayes, United States Air Force, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 

Sampling techniques and statistical tests are required to estimate population parameters in the absence of data 
for a fully enumerated population.  However, in the military, it is often the case that population-level data are 
available.  This raises two interesting questions: (1) when a population is fully enumerated, is it appropriate to 
apply sample-based techniques (hypothesis tests, confidence intervals, etc.) and (2) if not, what procedures 
should be used?  This presentation will address both questions. Discussion of the first question will review why 
it is inappropriate to simply treat population data as a sample of a larger population and use sample-based 
testing.  Sample-based techniques are not needed to estimate a parameter if that parameter can be calculated; it 
is not appropriate to apply these techniques to data for a fully enumerated population.  The second question will 
address alternatives to sample-based testing.  Hypothesis tests answer the question of whether a difference 
between a parameter and a sample statistic (or between two statistics) is likely real (“significant”) but remain 
silent on whether the difference is important.  When comparing two parameters, any detected difference is real 
– a hypothesis test would be of no use.  Because differences are very likely to occur, determining whether a 
difference is important becomes the predominant task.  To evaluate the importance of detected differences, 
options based on both magnitude and probability will be presented.  The magnitude-based option sets a priori 
differences in effect sizes, while the probability-based option uses a non-sample-based z-test (using the 
population standard deviation rather than a standard error).  Multivariable analyses will also be discussed. 
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Integrity * Service *Excellence 

Analysis of 
Population-Level 

and Large-Sample 
Data 

2 August 2011 

Ryan Mayes, Ph.D., MPH 

USAFSAMIPHR 

(Ep idemiology Consult Service) 

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 

~~ •:.• The Issue ~~) 
~...., ~, 

• Despite the difference in data availability 
between military and civilian agencies, the 
military often uses the same data analysis 
techniques that were developed for 
relatively small samples of large 
populations. 

• This may not be an appropriate approach -
for instance, an often-forgotten guideline is 
that most statistical tests of significance are 
designed for samples no larger than 5% of 
the population size. 

o-~----~~··--•••-·--0••~--'"'""''"'"''NA-FR~O 3 

The Issue 

· In general, statistical tests were designed 

with the idea of taking a small sample from a 
large population. 
o This is often due to necessity, either practical or 

financial. 

• However, this is not always the case with the 

military, which has vast stores of data on 
most (if not all) of its population along many 

dimensions. 

~~ •:• The Issue ~~ 
• Let's consider a {fabricated) example. Suppose we 

want to know if the systolic blood pressure {SBP) of 
active duty Air Force {ADAF) Public Health {PH) 
personnel is substantially different from ADAF 
personnel in general. 

• An Armed Forces Health Longitudinal Technology 
Application query yields the following•: 
o p (mean SBP ofall ADAF) = 115.0 

o .'f (mean SBP of 1000 PH personnel) = 115.5 

o s (stan dard dev iation of SBP for 1000 PH) = 4.5 

o CT (standard deviat ion of SBP fo r all ADAF) = 4.5 
o n (n umbe r of PH 11S3mp lad") = 1000 

"Oata .l.lefabJica<ted andareentr e!yfori llust:a.tNepwposes. 

,--·-··-~-~~·--- ---·-··'"·-····""'"""""&FRI.!',.' 4 
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~~ •:.• The Issue ~ ~~ •:.• Scenario 1: Small Sample ',G 
• With these data for 1000 individuals, there are 

• Generally, we would approach this problem as a 
three possibilities for the relationship between 
sample and sample population: typical, basic hypothesis test. This is entirely 

1. The data cou ld be a small sample (<5%) of a large 
appropriate for a relatively small sample. We'd set up 

population {this would mean that the entire population our null hypothesis as something like H0: 11 = 120. 
of PH personnel would need to be 20,000+). • We would next run the test: 

2. The data could be a large sample relative to the - (~-p) (115.5-1 15.0) population size (such as 1000 sampled out of 2000 3.513 
total). L = (i)_.jn = 4.51 ./1000 

.- or o 
3. The data cou ld comprise a census (an entire • This yields a very small p-value (0.000442); we 

population). conclude that the SBP of PH personnel is 
• We'll examine approaches for each of these significantly different from that of the AF in general. 

possibilities. 

,-~·-"'·--~~·"'····--·-···-·--···"""'""'' 'AFRL.f, ' 5 ·---""···--~~·-~·- ···-·-···-·~--~··"""'""~&FR.!;, ' 6 

~~ •:.• Scenario 2: Large Sample ~~) 
~...., ~, 

~~ •:• Scenario 2: Large Sample ~~ 
• If the sample of n=1000 came from a population • If the sample of n=1000 came from a population of N=2000, 

of N=2000, it would no longer be appropriate to the relat ively large sample size would prompt the use of 

use a typical hypothesis test. the FPC: 

o One of the underlying assumptions of sampling zJr-p) = (r - fi) (115.5 -115.0) 
4.968 

theory is violated; our sample is well above 5% of o, ff(F\ . 4.5 ( ,· 2000 -1000l 

the population sizet. ,{rl N - 1 ) ,'1000 \' 2000-1 ) 

• The relatively large sample size would prompt the • Here, p=0.000000339. 

use of the finite population correction (FPC): o Recall that z=3.513 and p= 0.000442 using traditional 

~ lh~i"heffi;wl"ich analysis. 

a = isaddedtotheliSJfll • This is good news: compared to the results using 
:r 'i:ancia"deTOfterm. traditional analysis, analysis with the FPC produces 

o Where N is the population s1ze and 11 is the sample stronger evidence (and has the benefit of being 

size. technically correct). 

•CodiJanW~=~:o_~~=~: .. e~;..~:.~=-~.=:::!::~:~::,.~,..._,.N~FR.Y, ' 7 ·--·-··•~-·~·-~- ---·-···-·-·'"'""'""""~&FRI.!',.' 8 
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~~ .. :. .. Scenario 2: Large Sample ~e? ~~ ... ,: .. Scenario 2: Large Sample ~e 
• Take-home message: when the sample is a 

large proportion of the population (>5%), ·The FPC can also be used with confidence 
use t he FPCt ! 

/N - n 
intervals (Cis): 

G 0' 
o Substitute Jn with 

fn ~ N - 1 _ <Y {N- n 
95% Cl = x +z - --

· This appropriately adjusts for the relative - T-J;i 'v N- 1 
sample size and provides stronger evidence 
for hypothesis tests. · This will make the confidence interval 

narrower (more precise) as compared to an 

•CodnanWG. Sampif.gleehmques. 3"'ed. NewYork: JohnW~ey& Sons. tQ77. 
interval without the FPC. 

o-~--·--~~---······--·-·~·---·~·~· .. ··"·"~,e.FR~' 9 o-~--.. --~~-·······----~ .. - -'"-"'' """"AFR i?;• 10 

~~ .... Scenario 3: Census ·5 ~~ •:• Scenario 3: Census ~e 
• Before delving in to census analysis, let's review the • It's no mystery that a larger sample size generally 

effect of sample size on hypothesis tests. results in smaller p-value, but is this always 
o Imagine that we had taken a sm aller sample (n=100) of appropriate? 

PH pers onnel: , • Consider the case where the "sample" of n=1000 is not - (.~-!!) (115.0 - 115.5 ) 
L = Sf ..Jn = 4.5f ,liDo , 2.222 actually a sample but rather a census of all PH 

personnel (i.e., the population is 1000, all of which 
;;;. This yields a p-value of 0.0263. We would st ill reject the null, were included in the analysis). 

but the evidence isn't as strong . . . 

o If we take a still smaller sample (n=50), • In this case, we're no longer dealing with the sampling 

z =(x - 11)=(115.5 - 115.0)=1571 
distribution of sample means but rather with two fully 
described populations. 

sf Fn 4.5 1!50 · • Is hypothesis testing appropriate in this situation? 
»Here, p=0.116: we w ould conclude that the SBP of PH 

personnel does not diffe r s ignificantly from all ADAF. 

0-~---'"·~~--'·~•·--·-00,, _ _ ,, _ , ,.<,.,,.,,,4.FR I!; • 11 ,-~·-----~. -·"'·····--·-< ... •~-·'"'~""""""',Q.FRaJ",.' 12 
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~~ •:.• Scenario 3: Census ~ ~~ •:.• Scenario 3: Census ',G 
• If we are dealing with a population rather than a 

sample, the typical z-test is no longer appropriate, • There are several approaches one could take 
since we're not analyzing a sample: 

when population-level data are available: (x - p) 
z = v i / ;; 

o neat the data as a sample from a super-population. 
• Instead, we would calculate a z score for the 

population: o Take a sample of the population-level data. 
Z = (x -p)= (115.5 - 115.0) 

0.222 o Examine the magnitude of difference. 
() 4.5 

• Here, p=0.824 but has a very different interpretation 
than the previously calculated p-values. 
o In general, it means that there is an 82.4% chance that a 

given individualfrom this population will produce an 
average SBP at least this high. 

0-~·-"'·--~~·-·····--·-···-·---··"""'""'' 'AFRL.f, ' 13 ·---'"···--~~·-~·- ···-·-···-·~--~···""''"~A-FR.!;, ' 14 

~~ Scenario 3: Census ~~ Scenario 3: Census ~~ ~~) •:.• Super-Population ~....,~, •:• Subsample 
• Perhaps the simplest approach is to treat the ·Another approach is to subsample the 

population as part of a larger, hypothetical super-
population for which you have full data. population. 

o In this case, one would proceed using normal hypothesis o One advantage is that traditional hypothesis tests 
testing methods (remember to use t he FPC if the populat ion is would be appropriate for analysis. 
anticipated to be larger than 5% of t he super-population). ·However, this has some theoretical issues: 

a This is often the approach used in existing literature. 
the purpose of hypothesis testing is to 

• This may or may not be appropriate. As a guideline, estimate an unknown population. We don't if the problem at hand is specific to a particular group 
(place, time, etc.), the super-population approach actually need to do that if we have data for the 

probably doesn't apply. entire population. 
a This applies to many AF queries- t he group of interest often o Therefore, this approach is only recommended if 

consists of current personnel, not necessarily future/unknown formal hypothesis testing is absolutely required 
personnel. (i.e., for publication). 

o------.~~··--•••-·--o-·~--'""""''""''N4FR~0 
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~~ Scenario 3: Census ~e? ~~ Scenario 3: Census ~e .. :. .. Magnitude of Difference ... ,: .. Magnitude of Difference 

• Hypothesis tests answer whether a • In the SBP example, there is a demonstrable 
difference is statistically significant- in difference between the ADAF and PH SBPs. 
other words, whether a difference is " real." As shown above, this difference is 

·When dealing with population data, this statistically significant. 
question is irrelevant- any difference ·However, the difference is 0.5 (115 vs. 115.5), 
between two populations is a real difference. which is not a large clinical difference. 

·What should be addressed is whether a o Even though the difference is real, is it important? 
difference is important. o Should any action be taken based on this 
o Statistical significance vs. clinical significance disparity? 

o-~-··--~~---······----·~ .. --·~·~, ... , ..... ~,e.FR~' 17 0-~--.. --~~----····--·-~ .. - -'"-"'' """"AFR i?;• 18 

~~ Scenario 3: Census 5 ~~ Scenario 3: Census ~e .... Magnitude of Difference •:• Magnitude of Difference 

• A thorough literature review has not found any • A slightly more sophisticated approach (and 
established methods of analyzing population-level the recommended one) would be to base the 
data. magnitude of difference on the population 

• Therefore, it is recommended that the magnitude standard deviation u. 
of the difference between groups be considered. oAgain, an a priori limit will need to be set, this time 

• The simplest way to do this is to look at the in terms of a proportion of a. 
absolute difference; an a priori benchmark must • Example: a difference will be deemed 
be set. important if it exceeds 20% of u. 
o If the PH SBP is at least 5% higher than the ADAF o Here, a= 4.5. 4.5*(0.20) = 0.9. 

SBP, the difference will be considered important. 
o The difference is (115.5 -115.0) = 0.5, which is less 

o Here, the PH SBP is only about 0.4% higher, which is than the a priori standard. Therefore, we would not 
not a large difference. consider this difference to be important. 

o-~-.. --~~--,.~··--·-00,, _ _ ,, _ , , . , ,,,,,4.FR I!; • 19 ~------~. -··'"····--·- < ... •~-·'"'~""""""',Q.FRaJ",.' 20 
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~~ Scenario 3: Census ~ ~~ Scenario 3: Census ',G •:.• Magnitude of Difference •:.• Magnitude of Difference 

·Formally: • Advantages 

o = (x- p)-(o-r) 
oAppropriate for population-level data 
o Easy to apply 

o Where y is the desired proportion (20% in the 
o Flexible: to be more conservative, use a smaller 

proportion of o 
previous example) to be taken from o. o Can be used with multiple data types (continuous, 

o If 6>0, the difference is considered important. discrete, etc.) 
• Compare this to a z-test • Disadvantages 

__ K-p 
o Not in common use, may still need to supplement with ~ ---

G ap-value 
o Note that 6 is a difference statistic , while z is a o Fairly subjective, no standard proportion of u in place 

proportion. 
~Of course, a is also highly arbitrary 

0-~·-"'·--~~·"'····----···-·--···"""'""'' 'AFRL.f, ' 21 ·---·-··--~~·-~-. ···-·-···-·~--~··"""'""~&FR.!;, ' 22 

~~ •:.• Multivariable Analyses ~~· ~...., ~, 
~~ •:• Multivariable Analyses ~~ 

• For multivariable analyses (regressions, ·When dealing with full population data, the 

survival analysis, etc.) of large samples, the super-population approach is very tempting. 

FPC can be used. o This approach may be more appropriate for 
multivariable analyses. Instead of whether there 

o It's possible to do this manually, but this approach is a significant difference, multivariable analyses 
would be challenging. usually seek to answer which variables are 

o Use of the FPC for multivariable analyses is important. 
automated in many statistical software packages. o This information could be germane to future 
It is generally accessed through the sampling members of the population. 
options. ·Future research will focus on 

;;.. Note, however, that this may result in (too) many 
developing/finding alternative methods. variables being significant. 

o------.~~··-·•••-·--•··--·'"""''"""''N4FR~0 
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Appendix 

· FPC for Proportion of Finite Populationsl: 

/p(l - p ) IN - n 
O"p, = ~~ n ~~ N -1 

l(l>ctYMWG ~n;J 'k~Tiiques. .Yded. New'brk J>hnWilej&3)ns, 1m. 

·---""···--~~·-~·· ···-·-···-·~--~·~"""'""~&FR.!;, ' ,. 

~~ •:.• Appendix ~~) 
~....,~, 

~~ •:• Appendix ~~ 
. Sampling Distribution of 

Sample Means 

A 
· Why does the FPC only apply above 5% of 

o For a given population, the the sample size? 
sampling distribution is the 
distribution of all possible • Given N=1 000, the value of the FPC with 3% of the 
sample means for a particular population (n=JO) is very close to 1: 
sample size n. 

,'N - n ,'10,000 - 50 
a The mean of the sampling FrDmf'tlll -~fM...deet"i!~CiordK003.f1'r-l 

\,' N - I = ,, 10,000 - 1 
= 0.998 

distribution is equal to the x=p population mean. • However, as the proportion of the population 
o The standard deviation of the sampled increases, the value of the FPC becomes 

sampling distribution is smaller () much lower. At 20% of the population (n=200): 
than the population standard ()r - .Jn 
deviation u. How much smaller /' N - n = /10,000- 3000 = 0 _837 
depends on the :sample size. V N - 1 V 10,000 - 1 

•------~~··-·•••-·--•··--·'"'""'"'"'''N4FR~0 
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The Research Maze and the Wheels of Progress: How the Health Services Data Warehouse Will 
Transform the Way Research is Done. 

Lt Col David Carnahan, Office of the Chief Information Officer, Air Force Medical Support Agency 

There are many challenges inherent in every observational study. In the Military Healthcare System (MHS), one 
of the biggest is accessing the many TB’s of data that represent the medical care of 9.6 million MHS 
beneficiaries. The current process requires a clinical analyst to access multiple data sources with non-
normalized files, determine relationships between the files, write computer code to establish linkages, which 
ultimately transforms flat files into analytic datasets needed for analysis. In some cases, to answer the research 
question appropriately requires multiple individuals to bring together data across different organizations to 
develop the dataset. This can be a great source of frustration, and a great deal of time spent which creates 
inertia, and hinders important health services research. By using a data warehouse, the data has already been 
brought together into a single source for researchers, saving time and effort in completing research projects, 
which allows a greater amount of projects to be accomplished.  We will demonstrate efficiencies gained using a 
data warehouse to source the data by comparing it to current MHS practice of data acquisition and analysis 
using non-normalized data sources. The warehouse that has been created is named the Health Services Data 
Warehouse. We will be accessing the data warehouse using a data mart via SAS Enterprise Business 
Intelligence for analysis. To demonstrate practical application, we will use a research question on Traumatic 
Brain Injury and Mental Health as our proof of concept. 
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~J Introduction Headquarters U.S. Air Force •:.• 
U.S. AI !Ill FOIIIICit 

Integrit y - Ser·vice- E xcellen ce 
• Aims 

• Background 

The research maze and the • Hypotheses 

• Methods 

wheels of progress • Results 

~~ 
• Conclusions 

Lt Col David H Carnahan, MD MSCE ••• AFMSA, Healthcare Informatics • Jim Leonard, MPH 
U .S . AIR FORCE lntellicog Solutions 

Integrit y - Service - Exce llence ' 

~J 
•:.• Aims ~J 

•:.• The Problem 
U.S. AIA FORCE U.S.A.IA FORCE 

• To determine efficiency gained by restructuring current data "Information is a source of learning. But 
sources into an organized (normalized) data warehouse 

unless it is organized, processed, and 
• To determine the validity ofthe current Health Services Data available to the right people in a format 

Warehouse architecture for decision making, it is a burden, not a 
benefit." 

-- William Pollard 

Integrit y - Service - E xcellence ' Integrit y - Ser v ice- Exce llence 
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\.~ •:.• 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

• Develop research question 

• Establish data so urce 

Secondary Data 
Research Process 

• Learn data elements for study design/IRS 

• Get app roval to use data (Data Use A greementl 

• IRB approval 

• Data acquisition (flat files I 
• Data qua lity ch ecks/va lidation 

• Data manipu lation (flat f iles ~dataset) 

• Statistical analysis 

• Manuscript 

• Publicatio n 

Ir1 tegrity- Se rvice- E.Tcellence 

\.~ •:.• Rules of Normalization 
U.S.AJRFORCI!: 

• Rule #1 - Eliminate Repeating Groups 

• Ru le #2- Eliminate Redundant Information 

• Ru le #3 - All Entities Must Depend on their Primary Keys 

In t egrity - Service - Excellence 

\.~ •:.• 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

• Data Aggregated from 
over 400 s ites 

• over 140 different data 
feeds 

• 25 Tb of data 

• 65 Million records daily 

• 100 different daily or 
monthly data products 

• All core health service 
lines available- most 
MHS·wide 

The Data Sources 

lPJtegrity- Service - E.Tcellen.ce 

\.~ •:• Current state of 'normalization' 
U.S.AIR FOACI! ----personid personid patient_ unique _id [universal patient id] 

Patient_ name Patient_ name 

Patient_dob Patient_dob Date_of_birth DateOIBirth 

Patient _gender Patient_gender Gender Gender 

1 primary dx 1 primary dx 8 diagnoses 4 diagnoses 

8 sec dx 4 sec dx 

1 primary 1 procedure 8 procedures 4 procedures 
procedure code 

5 sec procedure 

Integrity- Service - E xcellence 
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\J •:• Transformational Approach 
US.AUtFORCI! 

Non-normal sou-ce Normalized H SOW Core 

- ••-CMogeoouc A i 

c~,pcll>oiiMI -

"" .. "''"~rwpGIJ'OH•anf!lt 

Integrit y - Ser v ice- E xcell e nce 

\J •:.• Design Philosophy 
U.S.A.IRFORCie 

• Eliminate redundancy 

• Allows matching of like variables 

• Renames variables in consumer friend ly terms 

• Patient·centered 

• Consolidation 

• Retain history 

Integrity - Service - E xcell e nce 

\J •.:.• 
U .S. AIR FORCI! 

- Redundant 
Non-Normal 

Limited History 

[J 
[: r_: 
:Jc, 

\J •:• 
U.$.AIRF0RCI! 

Transformational Approach 

HSDWCorv: 
Non-Redundant 
3n1 Normal Form 
Retains History 

MHOM (and other data marts): 
Business Intelligence Orient~ 

- Managed Non-Normal Form 
(Star Schema) 

Retains History 
(Type 2 Changing Dimensions) 

Integ rity - Servi ce- Excel.lence 

TBI Demonstration Study 

• To test our aims, we used a demonstration study to compare the 
effic iency and validity of the HSOW PCMH Data Mart versus the 
current non·normalized data sources from AFCHIPS 

• The study chosen was Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) and the 
prevalence of selected mental health outcomes (Affective 
disorders and Anxiety disorders) - a well established association 
in the literature 

Integrity - Service - E xcellence 
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\J •:• TBI and Mental Health Study \J •.:.• Hypotheses 
US.AUtFOitCI! U .S. AIA FOitCI! 

• Traumatic brain inj ury is damage to the brain resulting from • The HSDW wi ll requ ire less processing time, and less overall time 
external impacts from rapid deceleration, impacts, b last waves.1 to achieve an analysis dataset 

• A ll traumatic b rain inj uries are head injuries. TBI is usually 
classified based on severity, anatomical featur es of the injury, and 

• The HSDW cohort will be a subset of the AFCHIPS cohort 
the mechanism (the causative forces).2 

• TBI may cause emotional or behavioral problems and changes in 
• Due to the nature of claims data, it may take anywhere from 6 

months to 12 months for a claim to enter the source data file 
personality.3 These may include emotional instabil ity, depression, 

• Because the HSDW cohort was f rozen to new data entry s ince 
anxiety, hypomania, mania, apathy, irritability, and anger.4 

01 Jan 2010, there w ill be late claims captured in the AFCHIPS 
database that have not made it into the HSDW 

'" M.UI AI, lioeel'l•tti N,8UIOCkR (AIIguti2008J U ftU!Hturoi0917(S}:71&-.&1 

L I Utml ll KE. OUIUIIml AC •rU WOBUOp U:1111U11CTUm llld AdVIIOty P l ntl M• mllttl (200Bt.JOUmil Of 
Hturoa.llmii25(7): 719-38. . Zlnk6J(March2001). Anniil.&ofEIIIHgtncyMe dlcln• l7!l): S11hS2 . . AMliiQUUI KA., SilO a lii A,., P ne• TfiP (2005} TUIOOOir or Tr'iil.llfliilfC Sni&ln}Vry. Wttillllgton. OC: Amii~U 
Payenla tncAuoet1110n. pp.5S-C2 

I nt e grity - Service - E xcell e nce I ntegrity - Service - Excel.le nc e u 

\J •:.• Methods \J •:.• Barel/ Injury Diagnosis Matrix 
U.S . ... IRFORCie U.S.•tRFORC!f 

• Retrospective cohort design • TBI Grouper classifies head injuries as: 

• Population 
• Type 1 TBI if there is recorded evidence of an intracranial injury 

or a moderate o r a prolonged loss of consctousness (LOC), 
• Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) ~~:hk~~~~.fant Synarome (:SI:SJ, or lnJUrtes o tne op 1c nerve 

• From 01 Oct 2008 to 31 Mar 2009 . ~~:c~a~~~ ~ij~~u~~~~~'l.iC :fi~~s~0tfi~~o~~:~~~i~~~c[c0~ of 
• Predictor variable -lBI Grouper unknown durat1on, or unspec1f1ed level of consciousness. 

• Covariates- Age, Gender • Type 3 TBI includes patients with no evidence of intracranial 
injury and no LOC. 

• Outcome variable 

• Mental Health (MH) Grouper • Each TBI type is al so subcategorized into: 

• Coded Behavioral Health ICD9-CM tool was used • Fracture 
• Internal 

• Data sources • Nerves 4 

• AFCHIPS (Network lnpt/Outpt, Direct Care lnpt/Dutpt) 

• HSDW PCMH Data Mart 
4.n . BllllllfljU tyOII tlnolll Matri~.CIUIIfiC8tl011 by BOdy R•gton lfld Nl hl/1 Ofttll llljUJY, 20~5 

Integrity- S e r vice - E xcellence " Integrit y - Servic e- E xcell ence 
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\J •:• TBI and MH Classification \J •.:.• 
US.AUtFOitCI! U .S. AIR FORCI! 

• Cohon TBI Classific3t ion Predictor Variable Lev els 

• Type 1 fracture - T1 FX 

• Type 1 internal - T1 INT 

• Type 1 nervous - T1 NV 

• Type 2 Fracture- T2 FX 

• Type 2 internal - T2 INT 

• Type 3 fracture - T3 FX 

• Mental Health Outcome Variable Levels 

• Anxiety- ANX RESULTS 
• Depression - AFD 

• Both- AFDANX 

• Unknown - UNK 

Integrit y - Ser v ice- E xcell ence Integrit y - Servi ce- Excel.lence " 

AFCHIPS coding effort \J •:• HSDW coding effort 
U.$.AIRF0RCI! 

Integrity - Service - E xcellence 
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\.~ •:.• 
U.S. A IR FORCE 

Computer Runtimes 

Cohort IdentifiCation 

Incorporating Cohort Care 

Analysis 

Total 

Analyst Time 

Pages of Code Wrrtten 

Estimated Total Analyst Time 

Time Comparisons 

AFCHIPS 

5 hrs 53 min 

1 hr 3 min 

2min 

6 hrs 58 min 

AFCHIPS 

111 pages 

3 days 

HSDW 

2 hrs 22 min 

2 hrs 41 min 

2 min 
5 hrs 5 min 

HSDW 

6 pages 

1 day 

Ir1tegrity - Service- E.Tcellence 

\.~ •:.• TBI Classification Results 
U.S.AJRFORCI!: 

~ 60 t,~~,ro-----------------------~~~------
E 
·~ 50 +------------------------------
~ 40 +---------S&-= -----------------0 

" N'30 +--------
~ 20 +-------
!; 

11. 10 +---::---::----

T1 FX T1 1NT T1 NV T2 FX T2 1NT T3FX 
TBI Categories 

Integrity- Service - Excellence 

\.~ •:.• Demographics 
U.S. AIR FORCE ---Sample Size 27,724 22,983 

Age 39.7 (:t_26) 38.8 (!:.26) 

Gender 

Female 10,418 (38) 8,778 (38) 

Male 17,306 (62) 14,205 (62) 

lPJtegrity - Service- E.Tcellen.ce 

\.~ •:• Mental Health Outcomes 
U.S.AIR FOACI!: 

80 ,-------------------------------~~~--

70 +-~~~--------------------------
2! iii 60 +-------------------------------------

~ 50 +------------------------------------

~ 40 +------------------------------------
f 3o +-------------------------------------

" £ 20 t--------------------------------------

10 

Anxiety Depression Both 
M~!ontal H l!oalth Outeoml! 

Integrity - Service - Excellence 

Unknown 
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\.~ TBI/njury by Age Groups 
•:.• AFCHIPS U.S. AIR F ORCE 

80 
69 71 

~7 :.-70 
5 62 
:?so 
~ 50 

'" 
• T1 FX 

i 40 ~7 • T1 1NT 

T1 NV 
" 29 30 g 3o 23 • T2FX 
1:: 22 ~ • T2 1NT ~ 20 

I I • T3FX " Q. 10 
;t; 1 ;t; 11 3 13 3'L, 

0 
2 ~: 0 I ' I 1 I 

< 18 18to 30 31 to 40 41 to 50 51 to 64 65 plus 
Age Grou ps 

I r1tegrity - S ervice- E.Tcel l ence 

\.~ •:.• TBI categories by Age group 
U.S. A JRFORCI!: 

~ 
Q-oup T1FX T11NT T1 NV T2FX T21NT T3FX 

<18 196 162 1289 1103 11 11 235 180 3916 3581 41 33 

18- 30 276 208 1945 1561 13 12 218 164 6168 4859 62 44 

31 - 40 54 39 706 615 30 25 1626 1400 16 15 

41 - 50 56 52 597 531 12 11 45 42 913 813 

51 - 64 103 87 1054 864 15 14 86 74 1046 907 26 24 

>=60 271 183 4337 3275 6 194 171 2062 1840 88 67 

I nt e grity - S ervice - E xc e llence 

" 

\.~ TBI/njury by Age Group 
•:.• HSDW U.S. AIR FOR C E 

80 
70 71 

~7 2:' 70 

~60 - - 58 

iii 50 - - • T1 FX 
f- 44 

"5 40 '" 
• T1 1NT 

" 
- -

33 T1 NV 
"' 29 !1 30 22 ~ I~ • T2FX 
c 
" 

I ~r 
• T2 1NT ~ 20 r-

" • T3FX 
11. 10 

13 1 I ~ 03'L, 2 r: 1 I '• 0 
< 18 18to 30 31to40 41to50 51 to64 65 plus 

Age Groups 

lPJ t egrity - S ervice - E.Tcellen.ce 

\.~ •:• 
U.S. AIR FOA CI!: 

MH Outcomes by Age Groups 
AFCHIPS 

20 ~----------~1m~s-----------------
18 +-------------.r~---------------

~ 16 f-------------· ~--~~~~--~---
1'1 14 +---------->;;<------11 1------+J.,..-1 1---------
c; :; 12 t-----llfl+-- --11 
g, ~ 10 +-----· 
oa 8 t----~ 
" 6 t---~ 
~ 
" ~ 

< 18 18-30 31-40 41-50 51-64 65 and 

" 

older 
Ag@ Grou ps 

Unknown Group 
Excluded fr-om 
Graph 

Integrit y - Se rvice - E xcellence 
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\.~ •:.• 
U.S. AIR F ORCE 

J: 
20 

::.;: 18 
,; 16 .!E 

"" 14 

" :g ..... 12 

" " :?-e 10 
c.~ s oo 
" "' l3 
" " ~ 
" 

MH Outcomes by Age Groups 
HSDW 

1818 

16 

14 14 

• AFD 
• ANX 
• BOTH 

ll. < 18 18-30 31-40 41-50 51-64 65 and 

\.~ •:.• 
U.S. AJRFORCI!: 

older Unknown Group 
Age Groups Excluded from 

Graph 

Ir1 teg rity - Se rv i ce- E .Tcel l e nce 

MH Outcomes by TBI Category 
HSDW 

0 1 0 

n~ nm n w n~ TIM n~ 
TBI Injury Type 

I nt eg r i ty - Se rv i ce - E xc e ll e nc e 

\.~ •:.• 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

MH Outcomes by TBI Category 
AFCHIPS 

70 

~ 60 
E 
.§ 50 

" ~ 40 
:;;: 
" 30 
"' l3 
~ 20 

~ 10 

6~8 

48 ----
38 ----oo 

----

I ----

----
4 2 3 

0 0 0 !,;.1 0 1 0 .,;. 
T1 FX T1 INT T1 NV T2 FX T21NT T3 FX 

TBI Injury Type 

l PJ t egr i ty - Service - E .Tcellen.c e 

\.~ •:• 
Logistic Regression 

for Mental Health Outcomes U.S. AIR FOACI! 

Vartables 

Gender 

Age Group 

18-30 

31-40 

41-60 

51-64 

>=65 

TBI Category 

T1 FX 

T11NT 

T1 NV 

T2FX 

T21NT 

AFCHIPS 
Odds Rallo (CI) 

080 (0 75 - 086). 

HSDW 
Odds Rallo (CI) 

0.80 (0 75 -0 86)' 

< 18 Comparison Group 

9.1 (8.1 -10.4)' 8.5(7.4 -9.7)' 

14.1 (12.3 -16.2)' 

10.4 (8.9 - 12.1)' 

6.8 (5.8- 7.8)' 

4.7 (4.1 - 5.3)' 

13.0(11.1 - 150)' 

9 .8 (8.3 - 11.5)' 

6.3 (5.3- 7.3)' 

4.3 (3 8 - 5.0)' 

T3 FX Comparison Group 

1_43 (0.96 - 2.14) 1.86 (1 17 - 2.97)' 

2 26 (1 57 - 326). 

1_32 (0.64 - 2.7 4) 

1.31 (0.87 - 1.97) 

1.66 (1.16- 2.39)' 

2.79 (1 81 - 4.30)' 

1.39 (0.62- 3.11) 

1.55 (0.96 - 2.50) 

1.98 (1.29 - 3.05)' 
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\J •:• Study Limitations 
U.S.AUtFOitCI! 

• Data Sources were updated more recently in AFCHIPS than in 
HSOW which accounts for the differences in study sample size 

• Diagnoses in encounter and claims data is d ifficult to verify 
w ithout a sample chart review to determine accuracy 

• Infrastructure issues could affect runtimes depending on the t ime 
of day the code was run 

I nt e grity - Service - Excell e nce 

\J •:.• Conclusions 
U.S. A.IRFORCie 

• The Health Service Data Warehouse has demonstrated 

• Accuracy: Over 99.5% of the population identified in the 
current population was found in the HSDW 

• Efficiency: 

• Query run t imes were reduced by 30% (2 hours) 

• Number of pages the data analyst needed to write was 
reduced by 95% (from 111 pages to 6 pages) 

• Estimated total analyst t ime was reduced by 67% (from 3 
days to 1 day) 

• The effi c iency gains w ill be increased with more compl icated 
analyses 

• The capacity to support future research will be amplified using 
the HSDW as the foundation of the informatics infrastructure 

I n tegrity - S e r vic e- E xcell e nc e 

\J •.:.• Future of DoDIMHS Research 
U .S. AIR FORCI! 

Data Warehouse Data Marts 

SAS Application 

I nt e grity - Ser vic e- E x c ell e nce 

\J •:• 
U.$.AIRF0RCI! 

QUESTIONS? 

" I ntegrity - Serv i c e- E xcellence " 
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The Health Services Data Warehouse (HSDW) in Action:  Focus on Patient Centered Medical Home 
(PCMH) 

Maj Claudine Ward, Office of the Chief Information Officer, Air Force Medical Support Agency 

Background:  Acquisition of healthcare data, streamlined data management, and effective information delivery 
are trouble areas within our current military medical system.  Healthcare data is collected across multiple 
forums, resulting in confusion among users and differing metrics for similar measures depending on which 
source is referenced.  Information delivery is often slow and inefficient, resulting in decision delays. 

Intro:  The Air Force Medical Service Office of the Chief Information Officer (AFMS OCIO) is striving 
towards consolidating healthcare data into one location, the Health Services Data Warehouse (HSDW), to allow 
for centralized data management and standardized data transformation.  The HSDW will also focus on 
improved information delivery by providing easily accessible, usable information to senior level leadership and 
medical staff through deliverables such as push-reports and dashboards.   

Methods:  To illustrate how the HSDW will be used, Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH) data will be 
examined.  Rather than measuring performance measures based on production, PCMH focuses on healthcare 
outcomes of patients and efficient use of medical services.  These new metrics must first be defined.  Once 
defined, a PCMH data mart is created from HSDW, and contains the designated data elements related 
specifically to PCMH.  With the data mart in place, PCMH push reports and dashboards are now created. 

Conclusion:  The HSDW is intended to serve as the ‘cornerstone of an informatics strategy to better support 
clinical decision support, business intelligence, agile development, and improved analysis including a de-
identified research view of the data’ (FY10 Air Force HSDW SOW v4) as is demonstrated through PCMH. 
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Headquarters U.S. Air Force 
I nte gr i t y - S e r vice - E xcell e nce 

• Core Features: 
• Patient Centered 

Patient Centered 
Medical Home 

Metrics and 
the HSDW 

Claudine Ward 
Maj , USAF, MC 

AFMSA I SG6 
3 August 2011 

Patient Centered 
Medical Home Model 

• Whole Person Orientation 
• Team-based Care 
• Coordinated & Integrated Care 

• Quality and Safety 
• Enhanced Access 

• Payment Reform 

I PlntOTVEPA'YBfnVE~~ I 
------------------

I nt e grity - S ervice - E xc e ll e nce 

Overview 

Objectives 
Discuss the p rimary aspects of PCMH 

Create relevant, measurable, actionabte outcome metrics for PCMH 
Share ideas regarding how to improve these metrics using the HSDW 

• Patient Centered Medical Home ( PCMH) Model 

• Current PCMH Metrics 

• Wish L ist 

• Way Ahead: Health Services Data Warehouse (HSDW) 

• Future PCMH Metrics 

l PJ t egrity - S e r vice - E.'\:cellen.ce 

How can we use data 

to evaluate 
how we're doing? 

I ntegrity - Se rvice - E x c ellence 
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Current PCMH Measures 

Measures 

Continuity of Care 

Emergency and Urgent Care Utilization 

HEDIS Measures 

Patient Satisfaction 

Specialty Care Utilization 

Procedure Capture 

RVU Business Plan Execution 

Support Staff Per Provider Ratio Trend 

MTF Weekly" Average Appointments Per Provider 

I r1tegrity - S erv ice- E .T ce ll ence 

Current PCMH Metrics 

~~·~ .... ·--·-· 'c:II"I UII"J;"IIIII 

I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
/ ( ./ ,.. ,{ ,j //".,.:-/./,~ 

= 
• Numerator: Patient visits by PCM, PCMH Team, or 

other provider 
• Denominator: total PCMH visits 
• Goal is >90% visits with PCM and PCMH team 

Integrity - Service - E x celle n ce 

Current PCMH Measures 

Measures 

Continuity of C.re 

E.-~~~ and Urgent Care UlitiUiion 

HEDI s Measures 

Patient SOtistaction 

Specialty Care Utilization 

Procedure Capture 

RVU Business Plan Execution 

Support Stalf Per Provider Ratio Trend 

MTF Weekly Average Appointments Per Provider 

lPJ t eg r it y - Servi ce - E .T cellen.ce 

Current PCMH Metrics 
Emergency Dept and Urgent Care Utilization 

• Numerator: ED and UC visits 
• Denominator: 100 PCMH patients 
• Goal is <3 visits per 100 PCMH patients 

• May be incomplete due to data lag (includes purchased care) 

Integrit y - S erv i ce - E x celle nc e 
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Current PCMH Metrics 
HEDIS Measures 

• 8 HEDIS measures (maximum composite score of 40) 
• Scale of 0-5 (10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%) 
• Score based upon average national percentile ranking 

Int e grit y - S erv ice - E xc ellence 

Wish List for the Future 

• Accessible data , S 
• Drill-down and slice &.d~ee o . 

,~ ~ y 
• Flexibility ~ 4&6 O~~ 
•Spee~e~\~ :r...ta~e~~ 
•CompXns~~ ~' 
•ReprodC~e Results 
• Improved Presentation 

Integrity - S e r vice - E x c ellence II 

Current PCMH Metrics 
Patient Satisfaction 

11111111~ ·-~; 
,.. .r / ~· ;· .,· ,.. , ./ / "~· ,/' , ./' 

,----, 

........ ...,~IW"' -

• Service Delivery Assessment ( telephone survey) 

• 10 Questions w ith in 1 month of visit 

1 Goal is> 95% Satisfaction (score of 4 or 5) 

I ntegrit y - S e r v ice - E x cel.le n ce 

Health Services Data 
Warehouse 

10 

12 
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1. Data Sources: 
Redundant 

+ Non-NOfmal 
Umited History 

c:::::::;:;; ;:.::=:.--

Transformaf onal 
2. HSDW Core: 

Non-Redundant 
- 3111 Normal Form 
- Retains History 

3. Medical Home Data Mart: 
Bus ineu Intelligence Oriented 
Managed Non-Normal Form 
(Star Schema) 
Retains History 
(Type 2 Changing Dimensions) 

Ir1 tegrity- Service- E.Tcel l ence 

Transformational Approach 
2. HSDW Core 

Integrity- Service- Excellence 

l l 

ll 

Transformational Approach 
1. HSDW Data Sources 

o.u.., .... "n - Redund.;~nt 

- Hon-Normill 
- Umited Hi'ito 

.. 1 .. ~-.. --•• ... .. .. 
I. 

lPJtegrity- Service- E.Tcellen.ce 

Transformational Approach 
3. Medical Home Data Mart 

Integrity- Service- Excellence 

" 

16 
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How can we use data 
to better evaluate 

how we're doing? 

Ir1tegrity- Service- E.Tcellence 

Improve Current PCMH Metrics 

" 

~:::~--~-~~~~C~o~nt=i=n=u~itv~o~t.Care 

l....;:- -:J4. ''."'::.--·- t. I ~~~¥ ..... ffi~ ~ ·- .. 
•-)-

u...c..o~""""""" 
~ .......... l .. ICII!~ 

==~~= 
-~j:ll.lii:III"-M~ _. __ loiOII· .... ~ 

19 

Ideal 
PCMH 
Metrics 

Future PCMH Metrics 

Improve Current PCMH Metrics 
ED/UC Utilization 

,., .,. ·~ . 

Integrity - Serv ice - E xcellence 

18 

20 
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Create 
personalized 
reports, charts, 
spreadsheets, 
and dashboards 

HSDW Reporting Options 

::_¥=-~-=-§==-f:·-·-; ~~. ·-, --.1. ·= 
- § ~ ~ ~~ J ~~~~LI!!! -~=-·~ = = =E §~ ~ -- __ ...... _ --- ·-

-

I~ ,:-~ i~ 111111 
e 

-
-·---· ~ 

::. ·-
- --

''-0 '<".' Toolkit Includes - Web Report Studio -· .:11.111 Bl Dashboard 

- Enterprise Guide 
Information Maps/Cubes 

-· '"-':'~' 
Ir1tegrity- Se rvice- E .Tcellence 

Thank You! 

Questions? 

Claudine.Ward@us.af.mil 

DSN 761·6115 
703-681-6115 

Integrity - Service - E xc e ll e nce 

Create New PCMH Metrics 

2l 22 

" 
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The Application of Johns Hopkins Adjusted Clinical Group Case-mix System in AFMS 

Ms Susan Chao, Office of the Chief Information Officer, Air Force Medical Support Agency 

The Adjusted Clinical Group (ACG) Case-Mix System is a diagnosis- and medication-based risk-adjustment 
tool that has been adopted by more than 200 healthcare organizations in US and abroad and validated 
extensively in commercial and research settings over 15 years, but has only recently been implemented in 
AFMS.  ACG offers a comprehensive family of measurements designed to help explain and predict how 
healthcare resources are delivered and consumed. Through its unique ‘person-focused’ approach, ACG captures 
the multidimensional nature of individual’s health and morbidity burden of patient population, and it also can be 
used to identify and predict health care resource needs, enhance equitable distribution of limited resources, 
improve accuracy in provider profiling, streamline healthcare delivery, evaluate population health risk, and 
provide actionable information. FY09-FY10 M2 data were used to demonstrate capabilities of ACG and to 
validate its predictive models in AFMS-enrolled population. Sensitivity of predictive models for high total 
healthcare cost, high pharmacy cost and hospitalization were 39%, 69% and 28%, respectively, whereas the 
corresponding specificity were 97%, 98% and 96%, respectively. The performance of ACG in AFMS was 
comparable to that found in commercial HMO populations where the sensitivity for high total healthcare costs 
and hospitalization were 37% and 33%, respectively. This suggests that ACG can be applied to AFMS even 
though it was originally developed using commercial HMO and state Medicaid populations. AFMS leadership 
should take advantage of the readily available measures generated by ACG and, with these unparalleled and 
comprehensive measures, in turn develop effective population health policies. 
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Headquarters U.S. Air Force 
Integrit y - S ervice - E xcell ence 

The Application of Johns Hopkins 
Case-Mix ACG System in AFMS 

\,~ 
•:• 

U.S. AIR FORCE 

\.J •:.• 
U.S.AJ,.FOftCI!: 

Susan Chao, MS, GS-13 

Lt Col David Carnahan, MD MSCE 

Clinical Informatics Division 
AFMSA/SG6H 

Background 

• Grew out of Dr. Barbara Starfield's research hypothesis: 

C lustering of morbid ity is a better predictor of health services 
resource use than the presence of specif ic disease 

• Conceptual Basis: 

Assessing the appropr iateness of care needs to be based on 
patterns of morbidity rather than on specific diagnoses 

• Developed by the Johns Hopkins School of Public Health 

• A 'person-focused' comprehensive family of measurement tools 

• Adopted by 200+ healthcare organizations wortd·Wide 
• Case-mix adjust more than 20 million covered lives 

• Most widely used & tested populati on-based risk-adjustment system 

Integrity- Service- E x cellence 

\.J •:.• Outline 
U.S. AIR FOR Ce: 

• Background 

• Introduction 

• Validation 

• Application 

• Questions 

IPJtegrit y - Service - E.'\:cellence 

\.J •:.• 
U.S.AIR FOA CI! 

Introduction 

Integrit y - Service - E x celle nc e 
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\.~ •:.• Components 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

Diagnosts-based markers 

Pharmacy-based m arkers 

Hospttal dommant cond•tions 

Frailty markers 

Predtctive m odel1ng 

Care coordination markers 

Pharmacy adherence m¥kers 

Input ------,> Data Analysis [I ===~> Output 

\.~ •:.• 
U.S.AJRFORCI!: 

Examples: 

• I 

Ir1tegrit y - Ser v ice- E .Tcel l ence 

Diagnosis-based markers: 

·Age 
•Sex 
• Specific ADG 
•# of major AOG 
•# of ADG 

Morbidity view 

Tme limited: major 

Ukely to recur: discrete 4-!) other Al.Xi comb, age 4!>+, "l.+ major Al.Jlis 

Integrity - Service- E xc elle nc e 

\.~ Diagnosis-based markers: 
•:.• 

U.S. AIR FORCE 

~ MorbodotyVoew 

01sease V1ew 

Two views .. .. 
aD Classify Ox into clinically meaningful, but not disease-specific, morbidity groups 

~iii'~ Classify Ox into disease specific markers 

ICD·9 ADG EDC 
4019 Hypertension nos 10 Chronic Medical: Stable CAR14 Hypertension, wfo major 

complications 

4011 Benign hypertension 10 Chronic Medical: Stable CAR14 Hypertension, w!o major 
complications 

2724 Hyperlipidemia 10 Chronic Medical: Stable CAR11 Disorders of lipid 
necro• metabolism 

lPJtegrit y - Service - E.'\:cellen.ce 

\.~ •:• 
U.S.AIR FOACI! 

Diagnosis-based markers: 
ACG- Concurrent Weight- RUB 

.. Numerical 

Categorical 

~ 

0 : None User 
1 = Healthy User 
2 = low 
3: Moderate 
4 = High 
5 = Very High 

RUB 

Mean cost of all pt 
in an ACG divided 
by mean cost of all 
pt in the population 

(Resource Utilization Band) 
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Diagnosis-based markers: 
ACG- Concurrent weight - RUB 

Chronic medical: stable 

2-J other ADG combinations, age 1-17 

Acute major/Likely to recur 

Pregnancy, 2-3 ADGs, 1+ major ADG 

10+ Other ADG combinations, age 
18+, 0·1 major ADG 

6-S other AOG combinations, age 35+, 
3 major ADGs 

R.Pf(lor€1ncf!o Concurr.;a.nt 
Weoght 

0.35 0.15 

0.50 0.15 

0.53 0.24 

2.64 0.79 

3.32 1.06 

6.89 1.87 

Int e grity - Ser v i ce - E xcell e nce 

4 

4 

Special population markers 

A set of Ox codes that 
indicates a pt has h igh 
probability of being 
hosprtal ized in the next 
12 months 

A set of ox codes that 
describe clinically trail pt 

An aggregate marker of 
case complexity 

For high prevalence 
chronic conditions 

Examples: 

~ Acute renal failure 

..J Acute resp failure 

_t Impaired vision 

Dementia 

Obesity f Hypertension 

[

C» .. .r : 
CD 

Diagnosis-based markers: 
Disease view 

"' Examples: 

ICD9 

Diabetes comp OM w Ketoacidosis 

DMwcoma 

Allergy Administrative 

CardiovascubJr Medical 

\.,J 
•:.• 

U .$.AIRF0RC!f 

OM w renal rmnifestat.ion General Surgery Surgical 

Int e grity - Servi c e- Exc el.lenc e 

Predictive modeling 

0 
A~n;:• 

(Op•-eo.·~-..... 
&Utii-GonM-..-sj 

Integrity - S ervice- Excellence 
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\.~ •:.• 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

Total costs 

Prob. high total 
costs 

Predicted 
resource Index 
(PRI) 

Predictive models 

Pharmacy costs 

Prob. high pharmacy 
costs 

Pharmacy PRI 

High risk for unexpected 
pharmacy costs 

Prob. unexpected Rx 
costs 

Probabi lity of: 

IP Hosp 12 mos 

IP Hosp6 mos 

ICU Hosp 

Inj ury Hosp 

Extended Hosp 

I r1 teg rity - S ervice- E .Tcell e nce 

\.~ •:.• 
U.S.AJRFORCI!: 

Validation 

I nt egrity - S ervice - E xc e ll e nce 

\.~ •:.• Coordination of care markers 
U.S.AIRFORCI!: 

~ r. ~-
·~~-- -'r- _ _J_,m 

1""'4. 

·~· n. ....... _ .... 
~ ·- J wisito lllilib 

Q. ~ ( , 
Example: 

Rx-MG Number of VISitS Marker Value 

Endocrinologist 4 Maj ority source of care 400/o 

Cardiologist Generalist seen No 

Pulmonologist Unique provider count 4 

Neurologist Unique specialty count 4 

l PJ t egr i ty - Service - E .Tcellen.ce 

\.~ •:• 
U.S.AIR FOACI! 

High total cost 

H igh Rx cost 

Hospitalization 

Validity: 
Predictive Models 

Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) 

AFMS HMO I Medicare AFMS 

39 

69 

28 

37 / 24 

33 

97 

98 

96 

Average Total Cost by RUB Awroge Total Cost by Concunent Weight 

, _ 

.::: - I I 
RUB 

r = 0.83 . .... .. 
Concurrent Weight 

I ntegrity - Se rvice - E xcellence 
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\J •:• 
US.AUtFOitCI! 

Validity: 
Hospital Dominant Conditions 

Effects of Hospital Dominant Condition s on Next Year's Outcomes 

- NextYear'sOutcomes 
"!. wtth 1 + Mean Mean 

Baselme Year Risk Factor hospitahzation total healthcare cost pharmacy coot 

Hospital Dominant Conditions A FMS us pop A FM S us pop AFMS US pop 

<65 years old 

None 3.8 4.2 $3,492 $1,875 S427 S-445 
1 19.0 20.4 $16,272 $12,652 $3,181 $2,342 

2• 39.9 45.8 $45,641 $35,802 $5,731 S4, ... 

>=65 years okt 

None 15.0 14.4 $14,386 $5,189 $1,838 $1,007 
1 32.2 35.3 $34,997 $14,810 $4,203 $2,112 
2• 47.9 35.0 $55,407 $28,407 $4,757 $2,361 

Integrit y - Ser v ice - E xcell ence 

What can ACG do for AFMS? 

• 

\J •.:.• 
U .S. AIR FORCI! 

\J •:• 
U.$.AIRF0RCI! 

Application 

Integrit y - Se r vi ce- Excel.lence 

Population profiling; 
Prevalence 

Prevalence of common chronic conditions by age 

j_ _j_ 

Integrity- Service - E xcellence 
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\.~ •:.• 
Population profiling: 

RUB 
U.S. A IR FORCE 

" f---

% 

Rnource Utilintion Band(RUB) 

I r1tegrity - S ervice- E.Tcellence 

\.~ •:.• 
Provider profiling: 

Disease Burden 
U.S.AJRFORCI! 

PCM Specialty ii§@ii.!i.iji.¢1Mf11Mii?1¥·,;;; 
Family practice physician 27 35 1.07 

Physician assistant 

Pediatrician 

Nurse practitioner 

Internist 

15 

11 

8 

7 

22 

15 

7 

4 

0.98 

0.44 

1.02 

3.01 

~pr<lCI:Iee pr.f5Ciil'l 

• Nuw~.llonEr _,. 

Population profiling: 
Movers analysis 

MTF profiling: 
Case-mix adjust performance 

FY10 Admissoon Rate(%) 
U nadj us ted Adjusted 

3.4 4.0 

Elmendorf 3.8 4.3 

Robins 1.11 4.3 4.1 

Mac Dill 1.29 6.2 5.6 

Wright-Patterson 1.49 6.6 5.3 

• • • • 
•• • 

H 
• • • 

I ntegrity - S ervice - E xcellence 
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\.~ •:.• 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

\.~ •:.• 
U.S.AJRFORCI!: 

····· -
' SMR 

Disease management 

RUB 

Ir1tegrit y - Ser v ice- E .T cellence 

Case management: 
Frail patients 

Identify Frail Patients with Risk o f Injury-re lated Hospitalization 

Number of Frail Patients 
with more than 20% risk of injury-related hospitalization Sample Patient Profile 

Sex 

Age 
# Chronic Condition 

# Hosp Dom Condrtion 

# ERvisits 

# IP a<tnissions 

II OPvisits 

Integrity - Service- E xc e ll e nce 

F 

87 

9 

2 

65 

\.~ •:.• 
Case management: 

Care coordination 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

Identify Patients at Risk for Poor Care Coordination 

Number of Patients 
at High Risk for Poor Care Coordination" 

" "'--" 

HIUiiiiii 

Sample Patient Profile 

Sex 

Age 70 
# Chronic condition 

# unique providers seen 10 
#unique specialists seen 7 

Generalist seen N 

Majority source of care (%) 24 

lPJteg r i ty - Service - E .Tcellen.ce 

\.~ •:• Resource allocation 
U.S.AIR FOACI! 

Comparison of Characteristics Affecting Physician Productiv~ 

Dr. A Dr. B Dr. C Dr. D Dr. E 

# of Enrolled pt 2498 1 1374 15351 11501 1354 
Average pt age 33 1 38 44 1 49 1 39 
% Female 45 1 44 52 1 46 1 43 

Case·mix 0.86 1 1.10 1.101 1.591 1.11 

% pts w >=1 hosp dom condition 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 
% pts w >=3 chronic conditions 7 1 10 15 1 24 1 10 

% pts w frailty condition 2 1 3 4 1 5 1 3 

% pts w >2 major ADGs I 21 3 1 7 1 
Average # of EDC Lcl 6.6 6.5Uij 6.7 
Average# of Rx-MGs 3 4.9 4.6 5.9 4.8 

Integrit y - Serv ice - E x ce ll e nce 
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~~ •:• 
U .S. AIR FORCE 

Questions? 

Contact: susan.chao@us.af.mil 

Comprehensive slide set available upon request 

I11tegrity - S ervice - E.""Ccellence 
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Pediatric Critical Care Training Validation Using High-Fidelity Pediatric Simulation 

Lt Col (Dr) Daniel Bruzzini, 711 HPW/USAFSAM-ETS 

Purpose:  First-year pediatric residents and those deployed to natural disasters, humanitarian crises, and 
counterinsurgency battlefields must have the capability of treating children with critical care needs.  

Hypothesis: Teaching the Society for Critical Care Medicine’s (SCCM’s) Pediatric Fundamentals of Critical 
Care Support (PFCCS) course and incorporating high-fidelity simulation pediatric critical care scenarios will 
improve the fund of knowledge, self-confidence, and performance capability of first-year pediatric residents.  

Methods: All pediatric residents at the St. Louis University School of Medicine and the University of Missouri 
were taught the SCCM PFCCS Course.  Each student completed an SCCM standardized and validated pretest 
and posttest, a survey of 10 five-point Likert scale questions on managing critical children before and after, and 
2 videotaped pediatric critical care simulations with debriefings after each scenario.   

Results:  Fund of knowledge improved from a pretest score of 60% to a posttest score of 80%.  Pediatric 
residents reported feelings of preparation increased by an average of 0.97 points on the Likert scale.  Ten of 11 
pediatric residents indicated they thought the course was “extremely helpful."  Pediatric critical care simulation 
time to recognize a failed airway went from 72 s to 46 s.  The time to perform CPR, defibrillate with paddles, 
and give intravenous epinephrine decreased from 3.50 to 1.33 min.  

Conclusions:  Pediatric critical care fund of knowledge, self-confidence, and clinical performance were 
improved in pediatric first-year residents by the SCCM PFCCS Course with high-fidelity simulation, thereby 
validating it as an important training methodology in building pediatric critical care capability.  
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Pediatric Critical Care Training Validation 
Using High-Fidelity Simulation 

Col (s) Daniel B. Bruzzini, MD 
C-STARS Director of Pediatric Intensive 

E"·eryAirman a Force ."4/.ultiplier 
and Emergency Medicine 

August lOll AF1YS Research Symposium 

\J •:.• 
Overview i§, 

...... ~ 
EwrryAimtuc Ftwcl .\/wltiplip 

" Pediatric Fundamentals of Critical Care Support 
(PFCCS) Course 

v Interactive Case Study Directed Didactics 

v Small Group Skill Stations 

v High-Fidelity Simulations 

" Validating PFCCS Educational Research (KCC Method) 
v Knowledge Acquisition 

v Confidence in Caring for Critically Ill/Injured Children 

v Competency Assessment of Knowledge/Skills Taught 

Olill!tWOI1 SOten:l"'/1\ ~!l;l"p.!OIIC A!~6t;dli-~ I&I.IWrt;M. ~ NUrnoer:a:MSW-®11· 'il64, 2S.A11 2Ci11 ' 

\J Disclosure 
•:.• 1-..;, _______ EmyAin,..••FwooJI.kipli~ --------~ 

" I have no relevant financial interests to disclose. 

" The views expressed in this presentation are solely 
those of the author and do not reflect the official 
policy of Saint Louis University, SSM Cardinal 
Glennon Children's Medical Center, the Department 
of the Air Force, Air National Guard, Department of 
Defense, or the United States Government. 

\J PFCCS Notable 
•.:.• Military Applications 

E'WJ'Ainttt.ltc F<Nci- MWsipliP 

" 1•• PFCCS course held at the Air National Guard's 
Readiness Frontiers National Meeting June 2011 

~~ 

v CERFP- CBRNE Enhanced Response Force Package 

v HRF- Homeland Response Force 

" Travis AFB rapid response team requirement for its 
pediatricians 

" Iraq/Afghanistan training requirement for deploying 
Air Force pediatricians 

Cl&trbiiiOI'I Stn~r.tA: AWO''E<l~pi.IClle rEie36t;dlinlUtan li~~dCae.>i! NI.Ir!IOer:~11·1.3f4, 2S.PJI2011 ' 
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\..J PFCCS Mission ~.9 ~-••• -~ 
Eo."tT)'Ainrr4N4Furc~.\JwnptieT 

" Prepare nonintensivists for pediatric critical care 
v Physicians/surgeons 

v Residents 
[21-~~,. v Physician assistants r'-'-;:t v Nurse practitioners 

v Nurses Pediatric Fundamental 
v Respiratory therapists Critical Care Support 

v Critical care EMTs/paramedics 

v Transport/Air Evacuation Teams 

v Society of Critical Care Medicine (SCCM) 

DlillbJibnstllemeT!lk~fap.l!JIIcll'"U&e;c!IUC.JICil li azantea. ca&e~a&dt'l-2!111-~l,:1SJUI2011 ' 

\,~ PFCCS Content (cont.) •:• 
----------EmyAirM•••F~o•M.bip/i~ ---------~ 

v Core subjects 
v Arterial Blood Gas Interpretation 

v Post-Operative Care 

v Fluid and Electrolytes 

v Acute Renal Failure 

v Neurological Emergencies 

v Diagnosis and Management of Acute Infection 

\..J ~.9 PFCCS Content 
• •• 

£,_·~yAinrul~ttt.FCJTC~.\Jukiplin 

" Core subjects 
v Initial Approach to Pediatric Trauma 

v Airway Evaluation and Management 

v Cardiovascular Shock and Management 

v Mechanical Ventilation Management 

v Sedation, Analgesia, and Paralytic Usage 

v Transport of Critically ill Child 

D!st!lbJ1bnstateme!llk~~fap.lllllc11!l<a&e;cii>J'IIulonl&~:l.ca&eiW!rtlei::881<Bf.Y-2!l11-til64,2S JUI 21l'11 

Case Study Directed 
Didactics 

~-

' 
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~ J ~ ~ J 
~ Clinical Skill Stations ~· ~p Mechanical Ventilation .... . .. 

_..;. _______ £o.yrJ•Ainrr4~t4Furc~ .\JwnptieT ----------1 f-..;. _______ E._·~yAinrul~ttt.FCJTC~.\Jukiplin ----------1 

11 Small groups of 6-8 students 
11 Airway management 
11 Mechanical ventilation 

v Train on ventilators used in practice or in deployed setting 

11 Transport emphasizing care and proper documentation 
11 Sedation, analgesia, and paralytics 

v Medication usage 

v Morphine PCA usage 

11 Invasive device pediatric critical care X-ray/CT review 

Mechanical Ventilation 

" 

~~ PFCCS High-Fidelity 
•:• Simulation ----------1 f-..;. _______ E•~y-<inou<•oFwuJJ~ ----------1 

Y Two high-fidelity simulations 

v Pediatric intensivist video analysis and 
debriefing 

Y Competency areas 
11 Recognition and treatment of dysfunctional 

airway 
11 Recognition and treatment of fatal arrhythmias 

v Appropriate use of CPR, defibrillation, and 
epinephrine 
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\.. .J ~- \.. .J PFCCS Validation Process 
~Q PFCCS Educational Research ~. ~Q 
•:• ·~ •:• KCC Methodology 

---------E'-"tTJ'Ainfr4,.4Furc~.\JwnptieT ----------1 f--------~E .. ·oyAinrul114FINC~-\Jukiplin ~---------1 

"' Drs. Bruzzini, Werner, Garrett, and H. Sallee 
v Institutional Review Board approved 

" Study Groups 
" 181 year pediatric residents from Saint Louis University 

and University of Missouri at Columbia 

" 3'0 year pediatric residents from Saint Louis University 

" Knowledge Acquisition 
v Pre- and post-PFCC S tests 

" Confidence in Caring for Critically Ill/Injured 
Children 

Y Pre- and post-course surveys 

v Clinical Competency and Integration Assessment 
Y Group improvement from simulation 1 to number 2 

" Compared performance to traditionally trained 3'0 year 
residents w~had never taken PFCCS 

/: t1 ~ • Jll 1 • ;; 
~ 17 I,, 

.- l. 

Test Results 

" 

\/ Test i:~ \1 
---------EmyAirM•••F~o•M.bip/i~ ----------1 f-..0.-------E•~yAID..•oFwuJJ~ ----------1 

v Must preread 11 of 24 PFCCS textbook chapters 
Y Designed to be used for future reference textbook 

" PFCCS pre-test and post-test 
" Must score 70% or better to earn certification 

....-----:::;o"""""- --1 

.. 

v Pre-test N=42 v Post-test N=42 

v Mean 57.9 Std. 14.2 v Mean 83.9 Std. 7.4 

Pre-test- Post-test difference Mean 26 Std. 12.6 

95% Cl 22.1 - 29.9, p-value < 0.0001 

17 
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\..J Pediatric Critical Care \..J Pediatric Critical Care ~-~.9 Confidence ~- ~.9 Confidence ••• -~ • •• 
Eo."tTJ'Ainru.l~t~Fur~tJ.\JWrip/ieT E'-"UJ•Ainrulll tt.FINC~-lfukiplin 

v Pre-/post-surveys v Overall pediatric crit. care v Significant v Not Significant 

v 10-question, 5-point v Monitor intubation :: ~~:~~~vent m: d: 

0~0:~.002 v Monitor intubation 

Likert scale v Operate a ventilator v p < 0.06 

" 1 poorly prepared to v Choose ventilator modes 
1v RSI med. use p < 0.016 v Operate a ventilator 

5 extremely prepared v RSI medication usage 
1v Lead medical code p < 0.017 v P < 0.1 

v Ascertain feelings of v Lead a medical code lv Correct electrolytes p < 0.0001'' Arrange peds. transport 

competency v Correct electrolytes 
1v Sedation/analgesia p < 0.012 " P < 

0
·
12 

.., overall v Arrange peds. transport 
1v Manage ped. shock p < 0.001 

" Nine key areas 
v Provide sedation/analgesia 

v Manage pediatric shock 
"Pare-dsatT'p'uT-Test 

DlillbJibnstllemeT!lk~fap.l!JIIcll'"U&e;c!IUC.JICfl li azantea.ca&e~a&dt'I-2!111-~'.<SJUI 2011 .. D!st!lbJ1bnstateme!llk~~fap.lllllc11!l<a&e;cii>J'IIulonli~:l.ca&e iW!rtlei::881<Bf.Y-2!l 11-til64,2S JUI 21l'11 "' 

Clinical Competency i:~ ~~ •:• Simulation Scenarios ~-,,,... 
Eo."I!Ty Ainrur.II II.Foua.Vwlripiin 

v TWo physiologically identical critical care scenarios 
v #1 -Respiratory failure due to pneumonia 

YDisplaced endotracheal tube 
" Ventricular fibrillation 

v #2- Post operatively intubated patient 

~;Obstructed endotracheal tube 
"'Pulseless ventricular tachycardia 

Normal Smus Rhythm 

~~r'-~ 
~VV1.M.'I)'l/I,Wv'f'!IA';"V~ 

i1\y~\i 1\t\j \' 

Ventricular Fibrillation 
21 Oi&llbi!bnStile<nE"r.tk.~~frrp.!llllcntH&e;cll>~li~:l.CiiEe iW!ttler:WSW-~l11-~4,2SJUIWI1 22 
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\j Simulation Scenarios im \j . -~ . Simulation Scenarios 
~..;. _______ £,_....,.J,Ainrr4N4Furc~ .\JwnptieT --------~ ~..:, _______ E._·~yAinrul~ttt.FCJTC~-\Jukiplin --------~ 

v Standard scenario read to all in the beginning 
" All vital signs, transitions, high-fidelity simulation 

responses to student inputs programmed 
" Simulation operators behind 1-way glass 

" No verbal or nonverbal feedback during simulation 

:,!!!:!!!!~!.!~:!!!~~:!!r~~IOilY by sim. operator 

Videotaped Debriefings 

" All necessary equipment laid out on a table for use 
v Avoid time delays due to inability to find equipment 

" Team leader assigned and wore a badge 

Simulation Results 

11 Compared Simulation 1 to Simulation 2 performance 
" Delineates simulation and debriefing impact 

11 Compared 3'd-year residents to 1 51-year residents 
v 3'd year residents have 3 mo of Pediatric ICU experience 
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\..J Simulation Results Measured \..J Simulation 1 vs. 2 ~-~.9 ~- ~.9 
1st-Year Pediatric Residents ••• -~ • •• 

Eo."tT)'Ainrr4N4Furc~ .\JwnptieT E•·oyAinrulllliFINC~-\Jukiplin 

v 8 groups of 1 ••-year pediatric residents SIMULATION 1 SIMULATION 2 
v Newmethod 

" 3 groups of 3'd-year pediatric residents v Total time p < 0.001 v Total time 

v Control v 10 min 22 s (622 s) v 6 min 59 s (419 s) 

v Total time v Disconnect vent p<0.042 v Disconnect vent 
v Time to disconnect from ventilator v 70.5 S y 52.25 s 
v Time to pull endotracheal tube (ETT) v Pull ETT p < 0.004 v Pull ETT 
" Time to recognize the arrhythmia " 3 min 26 s (206 s) v 1 min 40 s (99.6 s) 
v Time to begin cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) 
" Time to deliver first electrical shock 
v Time to deliver first dose of epinephrine 

DlillbJibnstllemeT!lk~fap.l!JIIcll'"U&e;c!IUC.JICil liazantea. ca&e~a&dt'l-2!111-~l,:1SJUI2011 " D!st!lbJ1bnstateme!llk~~fap.lllllc11!l<a&e;cii>J'IIulonl&~:l.ca&eiW!rtlei::881<Bf.Y-2!l11-til64,2S JUI 21l'11 " 

\,~ Simulation 1 vs. 2 i:~ \,~ Simulation 1 vs. 2 ~-•:• 1st_Year Pediatric Residents •:• 1st-Year Pediatric Residents ,,,... 
E '-?r)'AinnJZI'I 11 Forct~MJJnpli.IIT Eo.?ry Ainrur.IIII.Foua.Vwlripiin 

Time to Pull SIMULATION 1 SIMULATION 2 
Time to Disconnect 

from Ventilator Endotracheal Tube v iD arrhythmia p < 0.9 v iD arrhythmia 
ISO 

'"' 
100 v 16.9 s v 7.5 S 

''" '" 

""' 
v Start CPR p < 0.8 v Start CPR 

120 250 

~ \ "" v 40.1 S v 35.9 s ·e 
' 

·e: 
<> 100 

-~ 
~ zoo 

~ ~ .... ~ "- v 1•t shock p < 0.47 v 1•t electrical shock •• " .,._~ '"' v 91.5 s y 56.4s "' ""- ~-= =:;::: 100 -
40 ..... "'\ p < 0.004 

v 1 st epi. dose p < 0.11 v 1"t epinephrine dose p < 0.04 
20 

" v 2 min 34s (154s) v 1 min 29 s (89 s) F~t Second Flrs;t SE-cond 

P<~•redS<~mpll!.t-!i!:Sl 

Olillblllonstn~IIIA.~1\;1"~11!~.i&oe;dl>.ltulo;lli& ~:I. C36eNim'tler:W8W-2911·~l,2S .lUI2011 " Oi&llbi!bnStile<nE"r.tk.~~frrp.!llllcntH&e;dl>~li~:l.CiiEeiW!ttler:WSW-~l11-~4,2SJUIWI1 "' 
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\..J Simulation 1 vs. 2 \..J Simulation 1 vs. 2 1st_ and ~-~.9 1st-Year Pediatric Residents ~- ~.9 3rd-Year Pediatric Residents ••• -~ • •• 
Eo.-wj•...tintlaN 4 F uru .\JWiiplieT E•·o:~•Ainrullltt.FINC~-\Jukiplin 

v Same improvement rate 
Time to First Time to First in total simulation time 800 

Electrical Shock Epinephrine Dose ~1: 3'' Year's 
300 300 " Defines simulation effect ti)7ll0 

\ " c: 
lOO 8 e.oo 250 

\ v Bench mark analysis .. ~ ""'-. ~ 200 
200 " Best 3'd-year score vs. 1•• .,wo WI(M• 3) 

~\ E "". -~1!11' Melhod 
-~-200 ;; year's mean score ~400 

,_, 
~ ~ 150 

~~~-
c: New Method: 151 Year's 1= 15-0 " 510 s versus 419 s "' 

;------~ '" p < 0.003 
~300 

'" / ~ 200 

"' " f~r Second 
"13 p < 0.47 p<0.11 v Mann-Whitney non-

0 0 
parametric test p = 0.06 

Simulation 
f i!!;t Second First Seeond 

Marn-~~yn~ra'ri!Kiictes.l 

Arodt.{e:Stao;t ereffea:OI1,.,ean 
Fa1>'1!dsamplet-lli~s~ 

DlillbJibnstllemeT!lk~fap.l!JIIcll'"U&e;diUC.JICil liazantea.ca&e~a&dt'l-2!111-~l,:1SJUI 2011 " D!st!lbJ1bnstateme!llk~~fap.lllllc11!l<a&e;di>J'IIulonl&~:l.ca&eiW!rtlei::881<Bf.Y-2!l11-til64,2S JUI 21l'11 " 

\,~ 1st-Year's Sim Results vs. i:~ \,~ 1st.. Year's Sim Results vs. ~-•:• 3rd-Year's 2nd Sim Results •:• 3rd-Year's 2nd Sim Results ,,,.. 
E '-?r)' Ainntt.l'l tz Forct~.VJJnpli.IIT E'-"I!T)'Ainrur.II II. Foua.Vwlripiin 

Time to Disconnect from Ventilator 
v 1•t-Year's Sim 2 v Jrd.Year's Sim 2 Control: 3'' Year's New Method: 1' 1 Year's 

'" '" Y NEWMETHOD YCONTROL \ 
" 0 " 0 

v Total time p = 0.06 v Total time 
'" '\ H O 

Y6 min 59 s (419 s) " 9 min 2 s (542 s) 
"' 
~\ 

'" 
v Disconnect vent v Disconnect vent ";;\" ~ ' ' ~ 100 ~ 100 

v 52.25 S p < 0.01 " 1 min 17 s (76 s) " \ ~~ " so 

v Pull ETT p < 0.22 v Pull ETT " " ....... 
" 1 min 40 s (99.6 s) " 2 min 43 s (163 s) 40 40 

' p < 0.01 
20 20 

First Second First Second 

Mill'n·~Miey!'o.->~r<Jm£!11Ctest 

Olillblllonstn~IIIA.~I\;I"~~~a&oe;dl>.ltulo:lll&~a.C36eNim'tler:W8W-2!111·~•.~s .JUt 2011 " Oi&llbl!bnStile<ner.tk.~~l\;l"p.!llllcntH&oe;cll>~l&~:l.C36efW!ttler:WSW-~l11·~4,2SJUIWI1 l7 
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\..J 1st-Year's Sim Results vs. \..J 1st-Year' s Sim Results vs. ~-~.9 
J rd _Year' s 2nd Sim Results ~- ~.9 

Jrd_Year's 2nd Sim Results ••• -~ • •• 
Eo.-w)•...tintraN 4 Furu .\JWPpliiiiT £,_·oyAinrur.lltt.FCJTC~.\Jukiplin 

Time to Give P 1 Dose of E[!ine[!hrine 

v 151-Year's Sim 2 v Jrd_Year's Sim 2 Control: Jrd Year 's New Method: 1" Year's 

v Identify arrhythmia v Identify arrhythmia "' ''" \ 
v 7.5 S p < 0.9 " 12 s '" 250 

\ v Start CPR v Start CPR "'' r--- / "'' 
y 35.9 s p < 0.84 v 48.3 s 

·~· / / ' I~ ~ 150 j" l50 
v 1st electrical shock " 1st electrical shock " / / 100 100 

v 56.4 s p < 0.26 " 1 min 27 s (87 s) .::.---
" 50 

v 151 epinephrine dose v 1st epinephrine dose p < 0.1 
0 0 " 1 min 29 s (89 s) p < 0.1 " 3 min (180 s) Fi~t Second First Second 

M.ar.n-W'Iwyr.o.,.~rame~oc.tes:~ 

DlillbJibnstllemeT!lk~fap.l!JIIcll'"U&e;c!IUC.JICil liazantea.ca&e~a&dt'l-2!111-~l,:1SJUI 2011 " D!st!lbJ1bnstateme!llk~~fap.lllllc11!l<a&e;cii>J'IIulonl&~:l.ca&eiW!rtlei::881<Bf.Y-2!l11-til64,2S JUI 21l'11 40 

\/ conclusions ~~ y Conclus~~~~~~~~l~tion 1 to 

---------EmyAirM•••F~o•.IJ.bip/i~ --------~ ~--------E•~yAinfto•oFwuJJ~ --------~ 

" Knowledge acquisition improved 
v Post-test scores mean increase 26% (95% Cl 22% -30%) 

" Confidence significantly improved (all p < 0.02) in: 
v Caring for Critically Ill Children 
v Choosing the Appropriate Ventilation Mode 

v Rapid Sequence Intubation Medication Usage 

v Leading a Medical Code 
v Correcting Electrolytes 
v Providing Sedation and Analgesia 

v Managing Pediatric Shock 

41 

" Simulation effect most evident in airway management 
v Disconnecting from the ventilator 
v Pulling the endotracheal tube 

" Not significantly improved in dysrhythmia therapy 
v Initiating CPR 

" Defibrillation 
v Epinephrine administration 

v Taught in Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS) 

YAII pedloiOo re<ldoots PAL.S ~Olflod , 
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\..J 1st-Year New Method vs. \..J Conclusions ~-~.9 
Jrd_Year Control ~- ~.9 

PFCCS Validation ••• -~ • •• 
Eo."tT)'Ainrr4"4 Furu .\JWrip/iiiiT E'-"O)•Ainrullltt.FINC~-\Jukiplin 

11 Significantly decreased 
11 KCC Course Validation Methodology 

"' Total time 

116 min 59 s vs. 9 min 2 s 
11 Knowledge Testing 

11 Time to disconnect from vent " Pre- and post-tests 

Y52 S VS. 76 S 
11 Confidence in Capabilities 

"' Time to 1' ' epinephrine dose 
" Pre- and post-course surveys 

11 1 min 29 s vs. 3 min " Competency Demonstration 

" Properly designed high-fidelity simulation 

11 Experience •• negative influence on airway management? 
"' PFCCS is a valid training methodology to prepare "' Give fluid boluses 

for children with critical care needs. 
11 Request x-ray evaluation 

"' Limited 3'd.year group sample size 

DlillbJibnstllemeT!lk~fap.l!JIIcll'"U&e;c!IUC.JICil li azantea. ca&e~a&dt'l-2!111-~l,:1SJUI2011 " D!st!lbJ1bnstateme!llk~~fap.lllllc11!l<a&e;cii>J'IIulonl&~:l.ca&eiW!rtlei::881<Bf.Y-2!l11-til64,2S JUI 21l'11 44 

Questions \/ Thank you! iJ:~ \1 
----------EmyAirM•••F~o•M.bip/i~ ---------•0·---------E•~yAirM<••FwuJJ~ -----------~ 

" Without the help and support of many people, my SCCM 
PFCCS course would not have happened: 

"' Hospital President Sherilyn Hailstone, SSM Cardinal 
Glennon Medical Chief of Staff Dr. Wilmott, Univ. of Mo 
Medical Chief of Staff Dr. Fete, Dir. of Nursing Jeannie 
Mollohan, ER and ICU Department Heads-- Dr. Flood, Dr. 
Ream, Instructors - Dr. Garrett, Dr. Werner, Dr. Jamshidi, Dr. 
Doerhoff, Dr. Scalzo, Dr. H. Sallee, Dr. Lynch, Anne 
Gildehaus CCRN, Jessica Leet CCRN, Respiratory 
Therapists Mary Fairchild, Brian Eggen meyer, 
Administrative -Erin Donovan, Rita Stites, Deane Sage horn, 
Barb Beguette, Nanette Parris, Kristy Deutchman Tammi 
Mooshigian, Simulation - 2nd Lt. Xiaoming Shi (AF 
Med. Student), Dave St. Andre, Mike Kaufmann, 
Ellen Pringle 

" Statistical Support- Eric Armbrecht, Ph.D. 

47 
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\.,,/ Future C-STARS St. Louis im \.,/ 
~:.? PFCCS Courses ·~· ~:.? Military/Civilian Costs 

_...;. _______ ;.. E .. YTJ'Ainfr4,.4Furu.\J.mipli8T .;..--------·0·-.;...-------e .. ·~yAinrullltt.FCJTC~.\Jukiplin ----------1 
" Fridays and Saturdays 

v 23 & 24 September 2011 

v 14 & 15 October 2011 

v 27 & 28 April 2012 

v 11 & 12 May 2012 

" Free to those attending C-STARS St. Louis 
v Must coordinate in advance with Col (s) Bruzzini, MD 

v Reduced rate if only taking the PFCCS course 
" Contact: pfccs.saintlouis@gmail.com to register 
v Can be exported off-site to train personnel locally 

v Contact: Col (s ) Dan Bruzzini, MD-- dbruzzin@slu.edu 

\,~ Notables on St. Louis PFCCS •:• 
----------EmyAirM•••F~o•M.bip/i~ ----------1 

" 5th institution in the United States to offer the Society 
of Critical Care Medicine's PFCCS course 

v 1st institution to incorporate it en bloc into its Pediatric 
and Internal Medicine/Pediatric Residency 

" 1st institution to validate the effectiveness of PFCCS 
residency incorporation through educational research 

v The only PFCCS institution to incorporate high-fidelity 
simulations with full videotaped debriefings 

" Highest PFCCS continuing education credit nationwide 
" Only PFCCS to offer continuing education hours for 

respiratory therapists and paramedics 

v No charge if enrolled in C-STARS St. Louis concurrently 
v Must coordinate with Col (s) Bruzzini in advance 

v If just w ish to take the PFCCS without C-STARS training : 
v Civilian Physician/P.A./Nurse $400/300/300 
v Military Physician/P.A./Nurse $350/250/250 
v All Resident/R.T./Paramedic $250 
v Water Tower Inn Hotel: $75/night 

v Walking distance from course 
v Includes: 

v SCCM PFCCS Course license 
v SCCM Consultant. Director. and Instructor honorariums 
v $80 PFCCS textbook 
v 19-20 continuing education hours for all students 
v Rental of ventilators and their compressors 
v High-Fidelity Simulation expendable supplies 
v Breakfast/lunchlhospital parking 

v Contact: pfccs.saintlouis@gmail.com to register or to request more 
information 
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Contemplating a New Model for Air Force Aerospace Medical Technician Skills Sustainment Training 

SMSgt Robert Corrigan, 59th Medical Wing, United States Air Force Medical Service 

Two decades ago, Aerospace Medical Technicians received robust skills sustainment training through exposure 
to multi-faceted patient treatment environments. Available training environments included inpatient care, 
outpatient care, and emergency services.  This diverse training environment made possible through large 
operating budgets and an extraordinary infrastructure could not last.   Today (after five separate base closure 
and realignment initiatives), medical funding and infrastructure is but a shadow of what it once was.  Budgetary 
constraints and rising healthcare costs have necessitated a purposeful movement away from inpatient and 
emergency care, toward outpatient and preventative medicine.  While changes in Air Force health care delivery 
are necessary, the closure of inpatient and emergency services throughout the Air Force Medical Service 
significantly impacts our ability to prepare medical professionals and paraprofessionals for deployed operations.  
This research uses a mixed-methods framework (qualitative and quantitative) to demonstrate the importance of 
exploring alternative training models for medical skills sustainment training.  Further, the study suggests an 
alternative training model that leverages existing network technologies (high fidelity patient simulation, 
asynchronous learning networks, and video-teleconferencing) to satisfy established learning objectives in the 
cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains of learning.  The proposed model offers a potential mitigation 
strategy for medical skills sustainment training limitations experienced in a post-BRAC era plagued by 
budgetary constraints and the near complete loss of inpatient and emergency services training platforms. 
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\..I ... a 
4IW 

a Contemplating a New Model for Air 

Force Aerospace Medical 

J 
Technician Skills Sustainment 

Training 

• U.a. AIR F Oh:C:OU SMSgt Bob Corrigan 

Strength Through Education I 

Problem Statement 

Inspectors assert we should not experience any 
problems conducting training in the current Air Force 
medical training environment ("because nothing has 

changed in our training methods over the last 20 years"). 

I suggest that while training methods have not changed, 
everything encompassing the Air Force medical training 

environment has changed. This being the case, I 
propose new methodologies should be leveraged to 

maximize knowledge transfer in our present "resource 
constrained" training environment 

\..1 ... Reason for Topic a 
4RP 

Today, the majority of Air Force Aerospace 
Medical Technicians perform their duties in 
a clinical environment. The difficulty 
experienced in providing effective war-time 
readiness training for these technicians has 
become a primary concern for Air Force 
senior medical planners. 

v Research Framework (Background) 

What has changed w ith regards to the Aerospace Medicine 
Technician Training Environment? 

a. Personnel Drawdowns (Military Implosion) 

b. Base Closures (loss of facilities) 
c. Movement toward outpatient and preventative 

medicine 

2 
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\.J Sequential, Exploratory Design m \ J Seq. Exp. Design (X2) a ... (Cresswell, 2003) ... 
4RP 4RP 

8 c Sequential Exploratory Design ) 
J\ Qualitative quantitative v Qualitative 

~ 
aual~?~:lysis _1\ Quantitative :¢ Quantitative Analysis Description of 

Components l/ Historical Data of HistOfical Data 
Present Model 

@ 
Qualitatf;e Da:a 

==:::::: 
Qualitati"!lDa:a 

==:::::: 
Quanttati"!lDa:a ===:> Qe<nUatve Data 

. 

Colle eli en l'.nalysis Collecticn l'.nalysis 

Qual~ative Data 

~ 
Qualitative ~ Quantitative f¢ Quantitative Data 

Lessons Learned Content Analysis Survet Data Analysis (ANOVA) 

' • 

v Embedded, Single Case Revelatory E1 v 
CaseStudy ~ 

a 
~----------------------~ 

Literature Review 

• Limited availability of literature dealing with 4NOs 

• Embedded, Single Case with additional sub-units 
• Over 200 peer reviewed references 

• Revelatory in nature - investigated something new 
• 75 referenced in the work I made bibliography 

• Qualitative with quantitative support (Yin, 2006) 

• Included Congressional testimony and reports 
• Mixed Methods (Cresswell, 2005) 
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Methodology a V Methodology a 
~---------------------~ Component #1: Research Questi~ 

completed using the five necessary components of case study 

Research Design (as described by Yin, 2003) 

1. Research questions 

2. Propositions 

3. Unit of analysis 

4. Logic linking the data to propositions 

5. Criteria for interpreting the data 

'"' •· Improvised Model a 

• RQ 1: What is the present model used 
to provide Air Force Aerospace Medical 
Technician skills sustainment training? 

• IQ 1: What evidence suggests a formal model for 
aerospace medical technician skills sustainment 
training? 

10 

v Research Questions (continued) El 

~ • RQ 2: Have there been recent chan~ 
the aerospace medical skills sustainment 
training environment that may contribute to 
the success or failure of the current 
model? 

II 

IQ 2: What changes have occurred with respect 
to land, labor, capital, and the nature of work? 

Personnel Reductions, Loss of MTFs, Declining Skill 
Sets for assigned personnel (Inpatient, ESD) 

12 
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AFMS MTF Inventory a 
~---------------------~ 

\.J Declining Inpatient Bed Capacity 6 a 
... Largest Medical Facilities 

~----------------------~ 

Nn ::o ""' ' "' '"' :» ,,. ' "" "" ,,. ' "" 10 • • •• •• • • •• •• •• 
""-•~ :a: , .. >:>:: :::> >>e "~ , .. , .. I X 11C ., ,. !S U !! !J .. !S 

. ..... "'" ... ·~ ... '"" ' "' . .. , ., ' "" , ., " '" l :E .... " " .. " --------- --- - ----- -- ------------ ------
13 14 

\ J .... ,. Overall AF Inpatient Capacity a v Research Questions (continued) El 
4Jin' 4RF 

l'k<lA.v.tiil:<bilily 

~.~~vv . RQ 3: What indicators might be suggestive of 

"-
problems with the current training model? 

(/~(1(1 

~ .. :oo 

\ . IQ3: What insights can be gained from Air Force 
JU(IO 

~ Lessons Learned with respect to Aerospace Medical 
;JII(t\1 

~ 
Technician Skills Sustainment Training? 

l.lt\1 

0 

H l;l:: 1111:111 1lt;l(l 1HII 1~1'~ 1~l·3 1~1:'1 li.M• llo;lti 111101( H o;ll; H ill• lOIJO 2001 201U l (.IIJJ ;w~~ 2(10(, 200(. 

Yn r 

" 16 
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\..I Quality Indicators a .. .,. 
~ 

• Training Accessibility 

• Training Effectiveness 

• (Bringslimark, 2004) 

17 

a 
~---------------------~ 

RQ 4: Is a new Aerospace Medical Technician skills 
sustainment training model warranted? 

IQ 4: What are some of the existing problem areas 
the new model should address? 

19 

\..1 ... Content Analysis a 
4#»' 

. 59 Applicable Lessons Learned Evaluated Through 
Content Analysis 

. 100% Reflected Negative Findings With Respect To 
Current Aerospace Medical Technician Skills 
Sustainment Training. 

. Virtually all addressed training effectiveness and/or 
training availability issues. 

18 

v Do we need a new model? 

• Lessons Learned Say, "YES!" 

• Should address versatility issues 

• Effectiveness issues 

• Accessibility issues 

• Fidelity Issues (Realism) 

20 
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v Versatility m 
------------------------~ 

Must apply to both deployed and Home-station 
training environments 

• There is a statistically significant difference 

Deployed vs. Home-station 

Ana\' a: Single Factor 

SUM~MRY 

Gtoups 
Oep AD7 

IISAD7 

At-JOY A 

Sourre cf V3rialion 

"7" Level AN OVA 

Count Sum flveraee Vatiance 

ss 

371 9418 25.35544 3ee.4257 
371 6722 18.1186 168C67 

Of J.IS F P-l'a/ue Fc.·it 
Bet\R~een G1oup£ 9795.708895 1 9795.709 36517E2 24:-09 3.85LOE6 
W~hin 3roups 1 ~C'{i•J2 6631 7jQ 2-38.2-168 

Total 2002>8.372 741 

1l 

v Deployed vs. Home-station m 
~----------------------~ 

"5" Skill Level ANOVA 

ANOVA.: Si1'Jh Fao;t~;~r 

SUIJI,IARY 

DEPP.OG 

HSAC5 

~.NO'/ A 

371 B7G2 23_617lG 280.:3072 
371 7495 20.202'6 233.1617 

Soi.J~e cfVaMfiOI~ SS Df MS P-¥a.'!Je F ut 
BttvJec:n Giaup::; 216HG2264 1 2' 63.462 S.42fj849 0.003acr7 3.8~40~6 

W~h n Croup~ 1 E9923.4S7~ 740 256.7344 

Tot! I 102146.9501 741 

22 

v Methodology (cont.) m 
~----------------------~ Component #2: Proposition 

• Study Proposition: Numerous elements of the 
Aerospace Medical Technician training environment 
have changed. 

What must change with respect to current medical skills 
sustainment training if we hope to maintain a high 
degree of medical readiness for present and future 
Aerospace Medical Technicians? 

• Training must become more versatile, accessible, effect ive, and 
realistic. 

24 
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\..I ... 

. 

. 

Methodology (cont.) a 
Component #3: Unit of analysis 

~ 

The unit of analysis is the Aerospace Medical 
Technician Skills Sustainment Training Environment. 

Study included historical data analysis (SGN), content 
analysis of Lessons Learned, and quantitative analysis 
of survey data (AFOMS) 

Methodology (cont.) 

Component #5: Criteria for interpreting the data 

Do the results support the proposition? 

AFOMS data supported proposition through descriptive 
statistics and multiple applications of AN OVA 

Propositions/Findings also supported by existing theory 
Knowledge Management Theory 

• Training Effectiveness 

• Accessibility 
Organizational Behavior Theory 

" 

27 

\..1 ... 

v 

Methodology (cont.) a 
4#»' 

Component #4: Logic linking the data to 
propositions (data analysis) 

• Pattern-matching (Content Analysis) 

• Inductive Logic links formed through 
historical analysis , content analysis, and 
quantitative data analys is (ANOVA) 

How Can IT Help? 

Networked Learning 
Environment aka. ALN 

" 

2S 
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\,Jt.iigh-Fidelity Human Patient SimulatorEt 

~----------------------~ 

Networked Model for Skills 
Sustainment Training 

" 

31 

Barriers to distance based 
simulation training can be 
minimized through the integration 
of remote controlled high-fidelity 
patient simulators with an 
interactive 30 video 
teleconferencing I telepointing 
internet based network, whose 
geographical range is unlimited. 

Networked High-Fidelity Human El 
Patient Simulator 1----------- --= 4#71' 11 ·. rr~ 

•• - .... ;. ~ . 

.... 
•• 

~ 

32 
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v Design Quality Criteria m 
------------------------~ 

lntemrl v:U.dity • Dvp.tlkm-matc:hir~ 

• I \1 ,;xp an:tlirn-f:.uilcing 

• Ad:lr~s~rival ~:>:pl3Jlfc.iow:; 

•l\•::le<~cmc·d.:b 

• Le. ro;;.plirm:bn ~cgic in nrultiple..;.':.~o.: 
studies 

Re:ia.bility • L~ nse sh.Jdy pDtocol 
• D.:-;'clvp C:tl'>.:: 1h~o:ly ~at•-.b1l~ 

Limitations 

Self-reported bias (surveys) 

• Researcher bias 

Pitas~ or r~~eruch .Jt 

whic:htn.::tic:oc(.tl:s 
d.llt1::d «=ri~n 

tk\1.t::vL-:x·-tiun 

dataannly&is 
.;,.bJt;L <ln:JI~:o.i~ 

lo::,;c,m:hclt<:>i~ll 

Ct.'~.:-~r.:-b .:1.;:'\.ign 

dM1:::oLection 

d::~h:::oLIX'tion 

lmmatunty of the research area/lack of fundamental 
literature 

No test of proposed model effectiveness 

35 

v Research Benefits m 
~----------------------~ 
This research provides: 

A broad-brush view of problem areas regarding required training 
as mandated in the CFETP. 

Confirmation of decreasing resources experienced by Air Force 
Aerospace Medical Technician trainees and trainers. 

Confirmation of decreasing experience levels exhibited by Air 
Force Aerospace Medical Technician trainers. 
Potential application of findings to other medical related AFSCs . 

A potential alternate training model that further exploits the 
advantages of existing resources such as IT. 

A starting point for future research to test model efficiency. 

Insight regarding A ir Force Aerospace Medical Technician training 
issues/problems (as reported by AF trainees and trainers). 

v Questions? m 
~----------------------~ 

,. 
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Special Needs Assessment and Planning Environment for Emergency Operations Decision Making 

Mr Aaron Miller, 711 HPW/USAFSAM-ETS 

During man-made or natural disasters, significant segments of the population have special medical needs that 
are not addressed by current emergency operations processes. These patients are often neglected during 
disasters due to limited resources resulting from insufficient knowledge of a system’s capacity to respond to 
their needs. 

A research and development project was conducted to: (1) assess the availability of detailed infrastructure data 
regarding population, medical facilities, and transportation resources and (2) identify a simulation tool capable 
of modeling the human behaviors of victims and responders during an emergency. The combination of these 
data and tool resulted in the Special Needs Assessment and Planning (SNAP) environment. Modifications to the 
user interface include app-based access from mobile devices. SNAP is a decision support tool that quickly and 
easily conducts statistical predictions of resource needs for supporting special medical needs patients. Further, 
as actual data are provided to the Emergency Operations Center (EOC), reassessments using live data should 
provide a continuing series of predictions in real time.  

To evaluate the fidelity of the SNAP environment, SNAP will be tested in Hamilton County, Ohio, in May 
during “Shaken Horizons,” a multiregion exercise simulating local, regional, and national multidomain response 
to a large-scale earthquake. SNAP will be used inside the county’s Emergency Planning Collaborative and 
provide medical facility and fire/rescue resource utilization predictions during the multiday event. Results from 
the actual event and the after-action review will be presented to illustrate SNAP’s utility to EOC decision 
makers. 
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Special Needs Assessment and Planning 
(SNAP) Environment 

Emergency Operations Decision Making 
By Aaron Miller 

Wright State Research Institute 
National Center for Medical Readiness 

E>·eryAirman a Force Mu/Iiplier 3 August 2011 
August 2011 AFMS Research Symposium 

The Problem 

v Emergency planners and 
responders need to know: 

v How many people need to be 

::Jjj~'::~td~e~~;J '::~%/oe:f'e 
v How many neonatal patients will 

be in the disaster area? 

v How many dialysis patients wilt 
require treatment? 

v What equipment is needed to 
respond to this disaster and the 
associated population? 

v Where should the temporary 
field hospital be set up and how 
should I organize resupply? 

The Problem ~lj. 
v Significant segments of the v Often these functional 

population have special needs populations are 
needs that are not neglected due to: 
addressed by current 
emergency operations 
processes. 

v Limited resources 
resulting from insufficient 
knowledge of system 
capacity 

"' People placed in shelters 
not equipped for them 

v Insufficient planning and 
preparation 

v Inadequate access of 
medications 

v SNAP is an environment to facilitate the analysis of the 
emergency response to a man-made or natural disaster. 

v Identify at-risk functional needs P~E~~~ 
v Neonatal patients/new births 

v Dialysis patients 
"' Oxygen-dependent patients 

v Mental health patients 

v Medically dependent elderly 
v Support resource decisions. 

v Personnel 

v Equipment 
v Consumables 

v Transportation or evacuation 
v Provide relevant data earUer in a disaster to enable planning 

and expedited response. 

Di&tl't11111or.. Stl1! mer.t A: ApprOV!d lOr p~tlk: rMao.e; 4t&trltl~tlon II; Yr. limited Caa Numbn; S!!A!lW·2011·'!1~2. 25 JUI 2!111 
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The solution: sNAP Env~ronment "' "!I.~# 
v Leverages existing government or . • • , • •• , ~ ...;,~ 

academic databases. 
v Ties dsts together using 

behaviors/ models. 

v Predicts the number of people 
their expected medics/ conditions 
who will likely need evacuation 
and medics/ care. 

The solution: sNAP Env~ronment 

v Provides emergency 
operations center personnel 
with a decision support tool 
containing data-validated, 
modeled outcomes both 
before and during events. 

v Allows planners to tailor 
disaster planning needs to 
locally existing databases. 

v Visualizes simulation results 
for easy recognition of 
significant findings. 

v Extremely valuable tool for 
mass gathering and large
scale public event planning 

The solution: sNAP EnVIronment £ 
~ ............ , ... 

v Connects functions/ needs care and evacuation 
requirements with critical disaster medical resources. 

v Allows community planners to predict high-urgency 
resource requests 
within geographies/ 
context. 

v Assists emergency 
management agencies 
with ADA Title II 
compliance for 
vulnerable functions/ 
needs/disabled 
populations. 

'----------- -"-:J - I 

sNAP Research & Development . £ 
~ ..... ~ ... 

v To validate the capabilities of SNAP, a 
research and development project was 
conducted to: 
v Identify and validate B simulation tool capable of 

modeling the human behaviors of victims and 
responders during sn emergency 

" Assess the availability of detailed infrastructure dsts 
regarding population, medics/ facilities, and 
transportation resources 
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Research Act1v1t1es ~I# 
..., Conduct research to determine viability of using 

SNAP as: 

..., Real-time decision support 

v Planning tool 

v Exercise tool 

" E valuate viability of data associated with SNAP 
environment by: 

v Identifying renewable accurate data sources for 
inputs 

v Determining value and appropriate level of complexity 
of data outputs 

UISII'It:l~tlor. Stltemer.t A: Approve~ ror pli~ reJI!!.nt : l!llitlln;tlc.n ~ 11nlmltl!~. c ast Nurr.Dt r. MA9W·2G11-~0;2, 25 J111201 t 

Incident Plannmg Tool 

v Provides Emergency Operations 
Center managers with data
validated, modeled outcomes. 

v Allows planners to tailor disaster 
planning needs to locally existing 
databases. 

v Visualizes simulation results for 
easy recognition of significant 
findings. 

v Extremely valuable tool for mass 
gathetjng and large-scale public event 
plannmg 

v Enables the identification of break 
points within the emergency 
response system. 

Y Allows community planners to 
predict high-urgency resource 
requests within geographical 
context. 

' 

Real-Ttme Dec1s1on Suppon ~I~ 
v While SNAP can be used as a real-time decision support 

tool, the current limitation on SNAP is the lack of 
integrated real-time data sources . 

v Currently behavioral models represent human behavior, 
first responder actions, and facUity utilization. 

v As live data sources become available, they can 
replace the behavioral models to provide real-time 
data enabling integration into command and 
control (C2) platforms. 

v Real-time capability is viable through periodic updates of 
data sources to support real-time planning during a 
disaster. 

v Update model with current information as it becomes 
available and rerun model to obtain planning information 
for decision makers (e.g., represent a hospital collapse). 

tliStlll)t;tlon St.lttmo!r.t A: Appm<i!<llor p~:DIIe rtl!!.nt : 1!16l!ll~1!cn li 11nlmlt! d c ase Nurr.~r. UA9W·2C1t-~Oi2. 25 JIII20tt 

------------~E~x~e~~~c,~s~e~t·o~o~l~-----~ .. ~ ... 
""·~ 

" Extremely viable tool for use in exercise planning 
and training for disaster exercises and events 

Y Generates injects for more realistic scenario exercises. 
v Generates holistic scenarios with integration between 

disparate entities. 
v Serves as command and control module for exercise to 

determine when activities should be concluded and 
kicked-off during exercise execution. 

v Allows for management of virtual and constructive resources 
within a live exercise. 

v Can recreate exact scenario to reinforce training 
activities. 

Y Is capable of integration into live, virtual, and 
constructive training activities. 

" 
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Data VJabJitly 
., The SNAP environment is composed of a large number of data sets required to 

obtain the appropriate fidelity; data sets represent: 
v Functi011al need populations 
v lnfrastructufll 

v Fire (i.e., ambulances, fire apparatus) 
..., Medical (I.e., hospitals, dialysis centers) 
v Civic (i.e., public works, shelters, etc.) 

v Personnel resources 

v Renewable data sets are required to simplify maintenance and expandability of 
the data. 

v Epidemiological research found significant pools of renewable data sets 
viable to support the SNAP environment 

"" Functional needs patients for the entire country with the 
exception of oxygen dependents 

..., Medical infrastructure on state-by-state basis {Variable formats) 
v Civic infrastructure on state-by-state basis {variable formats) 

Summary 

v Currently, SNAP is best used as a planning and exercise tool for 
evaluating impacts of disasters on resources and functional 
needs populations. 
v Realistic and accurate representations of exercise injects 
v SelVes as C2 capability for training activities 
v Pertonns break point analysis of key system infrastructure and 

resources 
v SNAP is capable of serving as a decision support tool for first 

responders. 
v Improved integration to real-time databases would dramatically 

enhance real-time capabilities 
v Existing data are sufficient to support the SNAP environment; 

however, standardization in the reporting of data at the state level 
would greatly enhance the usability of data. 

Data VJabJilly 
v The inconsistency between state data sets does provide 

challenges in integrating the solutions into the SNAP 
environment. 

v Inconsistent data definitions 

v Inconsistent data formats and data values 

v General cause is a lack of national standards in recording 
and reporting key data elements of interest to disaster and 
emergency first responders 

v Challenges overcome through the use of XML and 
extraction, transformation, and load (ETL) procedures 

"' Other elements of fidelity within the data (i.e., increase in birth 
rates during a disaster) have been enabled as editable fields in 
the user interface to allow for updates as necessary. 

Fidelity 

v Functionality of model is based on behavioral models. 

v How people actually behave during a disaster, so it is 
accurately represented in the simulation 

o Examples: 

• Disease and prophylactic models 
Disease state tracking of population 
Prophylactic mOOels 

• Medicine em:acy and effect on population 

• Epidemiological models 
• Logistics models 

Medicinedistmutioo logistics modeling 
• Medicine consumptioo 
• Distribution center medicine stock depletion and replenishment 

• Communication between centers 

Additional Features 

Di&tl't 11111or.. Stl1! mer.t A: ApprOV!d lOr p~tlk: rMao.e; 4t&tJib~tlon II; Yr. limited Caa Numbn; S!!A!lW-2011·'11~2. 25 JUI2!111 
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Fldeilty: An Example 

During disasters, there is an increase in 
birth rate due to stress placed on mothers, 
creating a higher level of premature births. 

Control Your S1mulat1on 

" User has substantial control to modify default 
values critical to simulation outcome. 
" Assets and timeline of "external" responders 

" Disaster damage likelihood 

v Medical need timeline for each patient type 

11 Treatment times 

11 Initial conditions (facility fullness, emergency rates) 

" Evacuation parameters (transportation needs) 

" Shift duration for fire/rescue resources 

11 Power restoration timeline 

" Average transport speed 

SNAP Inputs 

" Two types of input: 
.., Specific entity data 

v Population units (any geographic area were data are available) 
v Medical facilities (nursing, hospitals, dialysis centers) 
v Resources such as fire, rescue, public works, and buses 

v Run time user options 

Y Disaster mechanism and damage likelihood control 

v Medical data 
• Patient timelines 

• Initial conditions at medical facilities 

v Parameters to control tactics, techniques, and 
procedures 

Modelmg Ovetv1ew 
v Medical Facilities 

v Capacity to accept new 
patients 

v Treatment of current 

v Response to emergency 

calls 

v Transport patients, if 
applicable, to medical facility 

" Patients 
v Many are seff.moving and 

search out facilities to fill their 

specific medical needs 

Di&tl't11111or.. Stl1! mer.t A: ApprOV!d lOr p~tlk: rMao.e; 4t&tJib~tlon II; Yr. limited Caa Numbn; S!!A!lW·2011·'!1~2. 25 JUI2!111 
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StudyMatnx 

" Using a srudy matrix, users can generate and 
execute srudies to determine breaking points for 
resources. 

v Patient fatalities and treatment needs as a function of 
size and scope of disaster 

" Impact of nominal speeds 
"' Communication delays 
"' Power restoration rate 
v Loss of specific facilities or resources 

v Number of re-routes as a function of initial capacity of 
medical facilities 

Y Transportation or shelter resources required 
v Likelihood of medical facility capacity issues 

v Sensitivity of damage likelihood 
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You Won't Get There From Here Without Getting Them Here--AFMS Diabetes Care Quality 
Measurement 

Ms Brooke Asbury, Office of the Chief Information Officer, Air Force Medical Support Agency 

Initial work by the Air Force Medical Service (AFMS) Applied Clinical Epidemiology (ACE) team quantified 
the AFMS diabetic “enrolled but not seen” population to be 13% of the overall diabetic population.  HEDIS® 
scores for the “not seen” population, defined here as diabetics having no MTF outpatient encounters in one 
year, are much lower than scores for those seeking MTF care.  To further characterize diabetics “not seen,” 
ACE examined enrollment status, MTF characteristics, referral histories, and encounter/medication histories 
using AFMS clinical informatics data. 

Seventy-five percent of diabetics “not seen” had TRICARE Plus or other health insurance vs. thirty-six percent 
of “seen” diabetics.  Seventy percent of “not seen” diabetics had two or more billed network outpatient 
encounters for diabetes or had at least one diabetic network encounter plus medication(s).   Similar proportions 
of those “seen” and “not seen” had emergency department visits, inpatient stays, and diabetes medication(s).  
Among those “not seen,” few referrals to the network (<2%) existed, and fewer MTF teleconsults were found 
vs. were found for diabetics “seen.” 

Diabetics “not seen” obviously have proportionally higher utilization of and access to non-MTF care compared 
to “seen” diabetics based on enrollment status, low volume of referrals to network, and the high percentage 
having network bills.  Most are obtaining diabetes care, though the quality of care received in the network is 
unclear.  Across MTFs, HEDIS® scores trend upward as percentages of “not seen” and TRICARE Plus 
diabetics trend downward.  Systematic efforts targeted to diabetics "not seen" are necessary to positively impact 
AFMS HEDIS® scores. 
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Headquarters U.S. Air Force 
Integrity - Service- Excellence 

AFMS Diabetes Care Quality 

\,J 
••• • 

U.S. AIR FORCE 

Brooke L. Asbury, MPH 
AFMSAISG6H 

02 Au gust 2 011 
Version 1 

~.~ 
•:.• Why we measure quality 

U.S. A IR FORt:& 

• It is required by law 

• Section 723(e) of the National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 2000, Public Law 106-65 

• From the Department of Defense Health Care Quality Report to 
Congress, 2010: 

• "The MHS Is committed to being patient centered and 
providing quality health care! ' (p. 4) 

• "On and off the battlefield, In times of peace and war, the 
MHS's goal Is to ensure that the highest standard of care is 
delivered." (p. 1) 

• " ... to enhance the quality of care provided at 
MTFs ... payments for quality of clinical care are based on 
performance on HE DIS® and ORYX"' measures." (p. x i) 

*HEDIS®: Healthc:are Effectiveness Data and Information Set> 

Tnt. P.er it.;y- 8P.rfli~P.- R.r.r. P. llP.nr.P. 
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~.~ •:.• 
U.S.AI RFORC& 

In t egrit y - s~rvic e - Excellence 

How we measure and report 
quality 

• Air Force Medical Support Agency (AFMSAISG6H) produces 
selected clinical quality measures for DoD 

• Measures are refreshed monthly on MHS Population Health 
Portal (MHSPHP) 

• Action lists are provided for population health management 

• Measures and lists are produced using HEDIS0 methodologies 

• Include TRICARE Prime and Plus enrollees to Military 
Treatment Facilities (MTFs) 

• Use Administrative Specification only 

• Include several diabetes care measures 

• DoD uses the National Committee for Quality Assurance's 
(NCQA) Commercial HMO benchmarks for comparison 

Tnt. P.er it y - R P.r ni.r: P. - R:rr:P.llP.nr.P. 
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~.J •:• Diabetes care quality measures 

• Diabetics are identified through encounters and medications 

• lists are further refined using HEDIS"' exclusion criteria 

• Percentages of diabetics screened and "in control" are presented 
• Four measures for Hemoglobin A1 C (HbA1c) 

screening/control 

• HbA1c screening in past year 

• HbA1c <= 9%, HbA1c <8%, HbA1c <7% (diabetics without 
selected comorbidities) 

• Two measures for Low Density Lipoprotein (LDL) 
screening/control 

• LDL screening in past year 

• LDL control (<100 mg/dl) 

Integrity- S e rvic e- E x cellenc e 

~.J •:• 
U.S. AI R ~OAC. 

Currentperlormanc~ 

HbA 1 c Screening (USAF) 

Sour«! 
MHS P()p 

Air Force· Diabetes HgA1C Screening· HEDIS • (712412011) 

10 ... 
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I n t egr it y - S e r v ic e - E x ce l l e nce 

~.J •:• 
U.S. A.ll' FORe·· 

Current perlormanc~ 
HbA 1 c Screening (Direct Care) 

Direct C..re: Dlabet" Hb A1C ScrMnlnp fY 2005-2009 

1111 1- 93_7~ 

91-7141 

Source· DoD Health care Quality Report to Congress, 
2010 

I ntegrity - Service- Exce l lence 

~.J •:.• 
U.S. AIR F-OR C . 

Current perlormanc~ 
HbA1c <= 9% (USAF) 

Source 
MHS Pop 

Air Forte· Diabetes HgA1C <•9 Control· HEDIS • 
(7124/2011) 
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\:.J •:.• 
u.S.AJR~~~tc• 

Currentperlormanc~ 

HbA1c < 8% (USAF) 

Source: 
MHS Pop 

AJr Force - Diabetes HgA1C <8 Good Control - HEOIS 
(712412011) 

,.......,,...,..--. ..... ,....., ..... ,r-, ............... 

I~ 

u j ll ll .J 
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2010 2010 2010 2010 20 10 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 

Heal h Pcrial 2010 Benchmarks: 90th · 71.5% , 50th - 63.J"b I 2011 Bc:nchmarks: 
9 0th - 71. 5% , 50th - 63.Jllt. 

Int egrity - Se r iJ i c e - E xce l lenc e 

\:.J 
•:.• 

U.S.AJRfJOitC. 

Currentperlormanc~ 

LDL Screening (USAF) 

Source: 
MHS Pop 

Air Force- Diabetes LDL Screening - HEOIS - (7/2412011) 
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\:.J •:.• 
U.LAJftti'OttC• 

Current perlormanc~ 
HbA1c < 7% (USAF) 

Source: 
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U.L AUt I'"OftC. 

Current perlormanc~ 
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Source: 
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\..J •:.• 
U.S.AIRIFOACE 

Why are we not meeting 
targets? 

• USAF Is not reaching 5Qth percentile for screening measures 

• Performing somewhat better on control measures 

• Possible reasons for less than optimal performance 

• Appropriate care is not being delivered at recommended 
intervals by MTF providers 

• Diabetics are not compliant with diabetes care plan 

• DoD does not use Hybrid Specification for HEDIS'" measures 
(i.e., no medical record review) 

• Administrative healthcare data for selected diabetics is not 
making it into DoD repositories 

\..J •:.• 
U.S.AIRFORC& 

• Numtli!raf 
AduR diabi!l:ic:s 

In teg rit y - Servic e - Ex clll l llnce 

Encounter histories shed some 
light ... 

Ove~II AFMS NoDC <enoounl<er OC tJut no PCM Any PCM 1!niXJunti!r 
enoounli!r 

47,321 5,972 (12.6%) 7,090 (15.0%) 34,259 (72.4%) 

Tnt. P.er it.;y - 8 P. rfli~f! - R.r.r. P. l l P. n r. P. 

\..J •:• Taking a closer look 
U.S.AIRIFORCE 

• Air Force Medical Operations Agency (AFMOA) Applied Clinical 
Epidemiology (ACE)' team was created in 2010 

• Has medical oversight and direction of AFMOA 

• Has analytical expertise and informatics resources of AFMSA 

• Issue of diabetes care quality met ACE investigative criteria 

• lmpor1ant to leaders 

• Measurable 

• Data regarding diabetes care are obtainable 

• Presumably can be impacted by patient and provider actions 

• Initial analysis stratified HbA1c and LDL outcomes for March 
2010 AF MTF-enrolled diabetics by past year's visit histories 

* In summer 2011, ACE was renamed "AF Clinical Decis ion S1Jpport" (AF CDS) 

\..J •:.• 
U.S.AI RFORC& 

In t l!gr i t y - Sllrvic e - Ex cellence 

Does "enrolled but not seen" 
population vary across USAF? 

t-------------~--~~~L+~~- -~~~~~--~~·~·~·~·-.·.. .. .. . ... ··.·····. · .. ~. ·.·. . 

Tnt. ~er ity - R ~r ni.r: ~ - R :rr:~ll ~ nr: ~ 
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\..J •:.• 
U.S. A IR FORCE 

Are they sicker? 

"Seen" vs. "Not Seen" 
• Similar proportions had 

diabetes.related ER 
visits in past year 

• Similar proportions had 
diabetes.related 
inpatient stays in past 
year 

• Similarproportions 
were on diabetes 
medication 

10 11 

HS.ddatll!'e9-<):ld<!dfR Haddiall<!'I!:S;-<;<ld<!d 
"::liX~J itJI'~~"'~,I!I)o!,:~<J 

Integrity- Service- E.xcllll llnce 

\..J •:.• 
U.S.AIRFORCK 

Are they obtaining care 
elsewhere? 

Ha.:l l~ da:::..>~~do'd Had1~0Pd~l.wh Had 1~ diiib~lo!:kl<ld~dOP H&d:2<r<"h<<t>tdabelo!~ H&dMI~ I di81l~ti-<l<ld6<1 
W\:19!;M!{OP}<!oowtl'IIY ~<!"-<aa<:io'!JI&S1y daifn f......,~-1!1~ OOdedOPO::Iaim!lf.:l(n <:1P d8it'nlo<lt'n~.e1.....:rl<, 

{d&:..i<lh\4f~J tJof'IN<.Itl(,<'r'Jdi~_..ldalo!:l ~I.J:l ,..,.,..!O(:l}O<M 
O!'IJl&li<!r'Jidai(n 

Tnt.P.erit.;y- 8P.rfli~f!- R.r.r.P.llP.nr.P. 

\..J •:• 
U.S. A I R FORCE 

Are they being referred 
out for specialty care? 

"Seen" vs. "Not Seen" 

• "Seen" diabetics 
were much more 
likely to have 
referral records in 
the Referral 
Management 
System 

._d&fll' ~lo!.-rlil ,.ooo<IQIM~:llr.l<.i Had"C..toclllt.I~'IM>N'<~r"C<!t.,._ 
IM1"1a~<n$1 dall!i<'l~ti1lf'!<r ~!k>nsk~d''S111!...s!Mih~<!rr.!l 

d<lleio'!J18S1'J'i* 

. H>ll-..e OCOPI<>::~Io·boe .;!lit;: D H110-..e n.:~ OCOP I~~Ce-lo·li;lot 'li:;lit;: 

Intl!grit y - Sllrvice- Excellence 

\..J •:.• 
U.S . A IR FORCE 

Are they different 
demographically? 

"Seen" vs. "Not Seen" " +---------------

"Not seen" twice as 
likely to: 

• Have other medical 
insurance (OHI) 

• Have TRICARE Plus 
and/or be age>= 65 

r.as.et::~011 

Dffii.S 'OI11 
Uo!di<:iii"DSg 

lCeG:201Q ~-!!} 

• Ka..e DCOPf!IOo!-\l·tl~oiS~S J ltiV<! roa DC.OP&oo!-\H!IOo!,;!lita 

Tnt. ~erity - S~rni.r: f! - R:rr:P-llP.n.r:P. 
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\..J •:.• What's different about Plus? 
U.S.AIRIFOACE 

• TRICARE Plus vs. TRICARE Pr1me 

• TRICARE Plus 

• Not a health plan 

• An r~enrollment option" for Standard enrollees in order to 
receive same access standards as TRICARE Prime 

• Plus enrollees are assigned a Primary Care Manager (PCM) 

• Mainly beneficiaries age 65 and over 

• Access to MTF specialty care is not guaranteed 

• MTF not required to offer Plus 

From TRICARE.mil website: 
http://www.tricare.millmybenefit/homeJoverview/Spec:iaiPrograms/Pius 

In t €grity- Servic e - E xclll l llnCil 

\..J •:.• lmpact-HbA1c screening 
U.S.AIRFORC& 

T n t. P.er it.;y- 8P. r fl i ~f!- R.r.r. P. llP.nr.P. 

\..J •:• lmpact-LDL screening 
U.S.AIRIFORCE 

\..J •:.• What can be done? 
U.S.AI RFORC& 

• Acknowledge the impact of the "not seen" group on quality 
measures 

• Continue to provide care as usual 

• Enter outside data into medical record when available 

• Bring all diabetics in fora visit with PCM each year and draw labs 

• Monitor proportion nnot seen" and their outcomes at Patient
Centered Medical Home MTFs Iosee if PCMH makes a difference 

• Internally adjust by MTF proportion of "enrolled but not seen" 

• Calculate lower ('achievable, benchmarks 

• Remove TRICARE Plus/OHI from denominators/numerators 

• Politely ask the "not seen" to disenroll from MTF (?)if they are 
not seeking direct care 

Tnt. P.er it y - R P.r ni.r: P. - R:rr:P.llP.nr.P. 
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\..J •:.• Remaining challenges 
U.S.AIRIFOACE 

• Complex policy Issue for both DoD and MTF leadership 

• Ditricultto determine how closely measures reflect actual 
clinical quality and how much importance to place on them 

• MTFs are resourced based on enrollment 

• AFMSAISG6H undergoing first HEDIS® compliance audit 

• Still no requirement for network lab results to enter DoD 
repositories 

• Difficult to make blanket decisions about "enrolled but not seen" 
population, as it is a somewhat heterogeneous group of enrollees 

In t egrity- Servic e - E xclll l llnce 

\..J •:.• 
U.S.AIRFORCii 

BROOKE L ASBURY, MPH 
AFMS Office of the CIO (AFMSAISG6H) 
Sr lnformati cist 
3515 S General McMullen Suite 200 
San Antonio, Texas 78226 
COMM 210.395.9782 
DSN 969.9782 
Brooke. asbury. ctr@us. af. mi I 

Contact Info 

T n t. P.er it.;y- 8P. r fl i ~f!- R.r.r. P. llP.nr.P. 

\..J •:• Conclusion 
U.S.AIRIFORCE 

• "Enrolled but not seen" diabetics will continue to prevent AFMS 
from reaching targets for diabetes care quality measures unless 
changes are made at multiple levels 

• Programs that use quality measures downstream of MHSPHP, 
like pay-for-performance initiatives, are also impacted 

• Policy changes most effective if enacted at DoD level 

• Even afternnotseen" were removed from March 2010 diabetes 
care HE DIS® measures, HbA1 c screening remained under 9Qt.h 

percentile compared to Commercial HMOs 

• Still work to do among enrollees that visit direct care 

• USAF rates have been flat for years 

• In the meantime, MTFs can use MHSPHP to assist with patient 
identification, disease management and quality assessment 

In t l!grit y - Sllrvic e - E x cellence 
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A Simulation-Based Program to Improve Non-technical Skills during Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation  
CPT Albert Bonafacio, USAR, Patient Safety Center of Inquiry, Durham (NC) VAMC  

Introduction: Sudden cardiac arrest is the leading cause of death in the United States.  Code response training 
has traditionally focused on improving individual responders’ technical skills and knowledge base. However, 
the impact of code response team performance, blending interpersonal and cognitive skills (“non-technical 
skills”), is increasingly recognized as critical for success in these scenarios. Since these skills are rarely 
evaluated, we developed a program for training and evaluating non-technical skills in code scenarios. 

 Methods: A high-fidelity, simulation-based program to improve non-technical skills among in-hospital code 
responders was implemented at a tertiary VA Medical Center. The Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Team (CRT) 
program, comprised of three components (education, program evaluation, and quality improvement), was 
introduced to rotating departmental house staff over one year. Participants were oriented to code roles and 
responsibilities. Six times/month, 8-minute simulated arrest scenarios were conducted, followed by debriefing 
emphasizing communication/teamwork. Simulated code scenarios were videotaped and reviewed to evaluate 
CRT performance with respect to non-technical skills. 

 Results: Simulated code exercises were significantly improved with regard to task performance, 
communication, and organization, which has translated to more efficient “real-world” codes.  Numerous parallel 
processes relevant to CRT performance (code cart organization, modified acquisition/delivery of laboratory 
samples, code documentation) have been improved and applied to actual clinical events. 

Conclusions: Non-technical skills are essential to successful resuscitation efforts. The CRT program used high-
fidelity simulation to enhance and maintain non-technical skills among in-hospital cardiac arrest responders. 
Comparison of pre- and post-implementation in-hospital cardiac arrest mortality data will be evaluated to 
further assess program effectiveness 

 

[No Presentation Slides Follow} 
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Utilization of a Prescreening Instrument for the Selection of Special Duty Personnel 

Dr. Joe Wood, III, 711 HPW/USAFSAM-FEC WPAFB OH 

Selecting the highest caliber personnel for Air Force special duty assignment is crucial for reducing training 
attrition, increasing retention, and improving operations critical to national security mission readiness and 
completion.  The procedures for assessment and selection of special duty personnel can be a time-consuming 
and expensive process.  However, utilizing an empirically validated prescreening instrument can be one of the 
more cost-effective methods of refining the applicant pool prior to an in-person assessment and selection 
(A&S), thus avoiding the costs associated with travel, lodging, and lost time on the job for the applicant in 
addition to reducing the resources needed by staff at the A&S.   

This study evaluated the usefulness of an empirically validated "select out" web-based prescreening instrument 
assessing medical, psychological, and interpersonal aspects of functioning.  Out of the 1100+ potential 
applicants who completed the prescreen survey between 2005 and 2009, approximately 52% were identified as 
having concerning information affecting their fitness and suitability for a high-demand, high-risk special duty 
career field.  In total, 78% of those flagged were eliminated from consideration after additional review by unit 
leadership.  These eliminations are estimated to have provided savings of more than $200,000 per year.  
Additionally, the use of the instrument has significantly improved (a) the quality of the pool of applicants 
invited to attend A&S and (b) our understanding of the prerequisites needed to successfully adapt to the training 
and operational rigors of a special duty assignment. 
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\J •:• 
U.S. AIR I"ORC. 

• 
Utilization of a Prescreening 

Instrument for the Selection of 
Special Duty Personnel 

Joe W ood Ill, PsyD 

Eagle Applied Sciences 

Aeromedical Consultation Service 

USAF School of Aerosp ace Medicine 

\J •:• History of A&S 
U.S. A IR FORC. 

v World War I 
..., Army Alpha & Beta tests 

" Screened 1-2 million soldiers 

v Aptitude test for job placement 

" Army Alpha & Beta tests 

"' The most prom;noot industry of Mkmeapolis ;s: 
"'- Flour 

B.. Par:king 

c. A utomobUes 
D. Brewing 

.... It is better to fight than run because: 
"'- Cowards Bl'"e shot 

B. las more honot"able 
c. lfyourunyoumay.getshotin the back 

\J .. :. Overview 
U.S. AJIItFORC. 

v History of assessment & selection (A&S) 

v Description of special duty program 

v Characteristics of screening instrument 

v Benefits/cost-savings of prescreen 

\J •:• History of A&S 
U.S. AlRFORC. 

v Office of Strategic Services 
(OSS) 
v Precursor to the CIA 

..., Screened for intelligence and 
training 

..., No testing for emotional/social 
attributes 

v Problems with field ag ents having 
nervous breakdowns 
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"'J •:• History of A&S 
U.S.AIRFORC. 

v Office of Strategic Services (OSS) 
" 1'' formal attempt at A&S for special duty personnel 
" Selection run by clinical psychologists & psychiatrists 
" Evaluated 5,391 recruits from 1943-1947 

" 1•1 attempt at comprehensive A&S 
~ ltttclltgcncc tc.s tlng 
>~ Psyc:hologTc41 tcstlng 
v FkJ/d testing 
v Motivation 

-.24l Wiiii'IWIJro'O, 
CIICh6rtorRHSOX 

A.~o.OS~ supwsp)'whl 
apoa 10 iatiQUa.}• 

"'J •:.• Special Duty Program 
U.S.AUIII"ORC. 

v Structured A&S began in 1993 
v Prior: Informal interviews; by·namc recommendation 

v First research funds In 2001 (5 phases through 2010) 
v GOALS: 

v Validate (falmesslaccuracy)-Does It work? How do you 
know? 

v Determine psychological mission requirements that predict 
success (and failure) and use to screen and select. 

v Mctrics·bascd selection decisions allow flexibility for 
changing mission conditions. 

"'J •:.• History of A&S 
U.&AIIt FOIII:C• 

v NASA select-in criteria 
v Ability 

... tnrolllgQnC.o 

"' L~hlp 

v srrou tt>lnntnt:6 
., FlexlbJiity 

v Stability 
., H~f'dlnOU 

v Ability to form &{ltblftrollrllooshlps 
v ExpreniVfty 

v $en1o of humorlcultur•l sen1ifivfty 

v Motivation 
v M.-stoty 

v WOI'k orlentottion 

v CompotHivonou 
v Odrln!dt: moOvMicn 

\J 
•:• Prescreen Implemented 2005 

U.S. AUt I"OitCa 

100 

.. " .. . .. .. 

.. 
"' 
" ' 
10 

PRESCREEN 

j -

-~--~------ - -- -
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\J 
•:• Prescreen "Select Out" Variables 

•Substance Abuse lssu06 (seW or family) 
.P1'8Yious Suidde Altempls 
.Poor Marriage Q.Jallty 
-Nightmares 
-concerns about Past Performance Ratings 
.family Member with Needs/Prot> ems 
•Anger Issues 
•Takes Tranquilizers o r Anti-Depressants 
•Sleep Problems 
-Dependent with Medical Issues 
.. f inancial Difficulties 
·P~ems with the Law 
•Mental Health Issues (seW o r family ) 
•Failed to Complete a Military Course 
•Letter of Counseling/Reprimand, Article t 5, or Court 
Martial 

\J •:• Summary 
U.S.AIRFORC. 

v Prescreen Benefits 
" Empirically validated 

" Consistent with research 
" Improved selection of special duty personnel 

" Cost savings 

" Applications 
" Use in other A&S programs 

" Use in selection of high-risk operational 
personnel (i.e., remotely piloted aircraft 
operators) 

\J .. :. 
U.S. AJIItFORC. 

Prescreen Cost Savings 
2005-Present 

Initial Prescreen· MH Tech, 
Psych, Security(n = 1745) 

$ 1.9million 
(Realized) 

.... 
CommanderSc:reenina (n" 826) 

$320,000 
(Potentia~ 

.... 
A&s Selfl::tlon (n • US) 

Combined Savings= $2.2 m illion 

\J •:• Questions? 
U.S. AlRFORC. 

Nel'1y d edicated U SAF SAM facility 
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Benefits of Operational Testing and Why it’s Important 

Maj Charles Morris & Maj James Weinstein, AF Medical Evaluation Support Activity 

Educate AFMS personnel on the importance of Operational Testing of medical equipment and systems 
(i.e. UTCs). 

The Air Force Medical Evaluation Support Activity is charged with conducting Operational Test and Evaluation 
(OT&E) of medical and IM/IT equipment, and systems by the Air Force Surgeon General.  AFMESA is the 
AF’s premier medical operational test activity. AFMESA testing expertise has drawn the attention of other DoD 
components, and government agencies.  This briefing will explain how AFMESA conducts OT&E, why it is 
necessary, how it differs from developmental testing and current trends in DoD acquisition that are driving 
changes to test processes.  The presentation will conclude with a review of recent test programs highlighting the 
breadth of testing environments, scope of testing, and our numerous test customers.  
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Headquarters U.S. Air Force 
I n. t eg r· i t y - S e rvic e- E xc e llen c e 

Operational Testing in Medical 
Acquisition 

\,~ 
•:• Maj Charles Morris 

AFMSA / SG5T 

U.S. AIR FORCE 

\.J Testing Defined •:.• 
U.S.AJ,.FORCI!: 

Definit ion of Testing 

o Testing is the process of examining and operating a system 
or systems with the intent of finding problems 

DOD an d Service Instructions state that operational 
testing will test a product for effectiveness, suitabil ity, and 
survivability 

o The actual system elements of what fits into each of these 
metrics are application and system dependent 

o The test methods used to test each of these metrics are 
also application and system dependent 

I nteg r ity - S er v ice - Excellence 

\.J •:.• 
U.S.AIRFOR CI!: 

Def inition of Test I What is Test 

Where Test f its into Acquisitions 

Agenda 

Difference between Developmental Testing and Operational 
Testing 

AFMESA: 

o M ission/Org 

o AFMESA Advantage 

o Authority 

o Current AFMESA Customers 

AFMESA Operational Testing Suppon 

Upcoming I Current Activ iti es 

Bottom Line 

J n.tegrity - Service - E xcellence 

~ A 
~JTesting- Where We Fit in the Acquisitions 
•:• Framework for Modernization 

U.S.AIR FOA CI! 

Pre
Acq. 

Materiel 
Solution 
Analysis 

Requirement 
Development 
& Validatioo 

SG5 Costing Program Support, 
& Contracting & Budget 

Testilg Execution 

~~==i• 

Integrity - S er v ice - Excellence 
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~J •:.• DT (PMO) vs. OT (AFMESA) 
U.S. Ant ... ORCE 

'lniaod, lllpcriaH:cd Opcnas 

--~"11nlboldll•~ 

. :• 
c.-.locll>J~-r... 

OM,Tioo>,orllllai7~1Qo 

lleoliolit()per""--s.o-io 

Usen~'I'Aiooil-~ 

---ofOponiDiolllll 
__ ,.._., 
'li'Utll>~ 
_....,._ 

Integrity- Ser v ice - E.xcelletlce 

~J 
•:.• 

U.S. Aift ... ORCI! 

Findings 

Report of the Defense Science 
Board Task Force on DT&E 

o IOT&E fai lure rate (50%) suggest deficiencies in DT&E 
processes 

o Suitability failures are increasing 

Recommendations 
o Integrate RAM in system development, as a contractual 

requirement 
o Improve gov't involvement & oversight in DT- access to test 

data 
o Address RAM at OTRR 
o Integrated DT/OT to share resources and data 
o Perform detailed risk assessment with COTS products 

Recent DOT&E memorandum on RAM stresses similar issues 
o Improved RAM decreases Life Cycle Costs and reduces 

demand on logisti cs systems 

Integrity- Ser v ice - Excellence 

~J •:.• What is Tested 
U.S.AI R FORCI! 

On a broad scale, operational testing focuses 
on testing and measuring a product's: 

~J •:.• 
U.S. A.IR FORCI! 

• Availability • Capability 
• Compatibility • lnteroperability 
• L.earnability 

• Portability 
• Maintainability 

• Reliability • Recoverability 

• Supportability • Usability 

• Suitability • Survivability 

In. fegrity - Serv ice- Excellence 

Relative Cost of 
Software Fault Propagation 

Finding and fixing 
software defects 
early is absolutely 
imperative! 
• As shown an error 

introduced in the 
Requirements 
phase but not found 
until Deplo)'fllent 
can cost 368X the 
cost to fix had it 
had been found in 
the Requirements 
phase 

• If found in the Test 
phase, the scwne 
error only costs 50X 
the cost to repair 

Integrity- Serv ice - Excellence 
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I ntegr ity - S ervi c e - E :cc el len c e 

~J •:.• 
U.S.A.IRFORCie 

Two OoD·Unique Sites 

o Ft Detrick Test Site 

• Establ ished in 2002 

AFMESA I AFMISTB 

• 14 Acres, 44,000 ft2 Test Pad 

• EMEDS +10 I Patient Staging UTC 

• B iomedical Equipment Testing Facility 

• Unique Personnel Mix 

o Med ical Information Systems Test Bed, Port San Antonio 

• Establ ished in 2005 

• DIACAP Certificate in Late June 

• OT w/o Borders, Secured Dedicated VPN 

• TATRC CDE Capabil ity in 2012 

Able to Test Systems Before Going Live 

Integ rity - Se rvice - Excel lence 

~J •:.• Site Overview 
U .S.AIRFORCI! 

On ly Dedicated Medical Operational Testing (OT) Organization in 
the AFMS 

Stood up 2001 per AF/SG 

Fully functional EMEDS +10 

o DO- Mr. Jim Sylvester 

o Superintendent- SMSgt Jason Read 

GSU Operat ion 

o Fort Detrick, MD: Medical Systems, Equipment, UTCs 

o Port San Antonio , TX: IM/I T Systems 

b ltegrity - Se rvice - E xcellence 

~J •:.• 
U.S.AIRFORCI! 

•AtfO!IledkalE\"acw.tioo 
·:"\'~ 

• Coml:oa.tCaswhyCarc; 
~tlomryMcdicinc 

•Mcdic:a!CB!t."' 
•Bli.ihtMc:dicicc: 
,'Familyl'rarticc: 

• Occ:$3!iCII:I.a1Hc::ll.th 
oXulril:iO!l.2i).frdicinc: 

• M c:dicaliMriTH eal!hc:l, " 

"""""""' • c ommucic:zt:iO!U ar;d 
Tclc:mc:dicicc: 

• Di.t:u:.cc:l.c::u:air:Je CB1" 

\ .. 

AFMESA Advantage 

In-t e grity - Service - Ex c ellence 
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\.J •:.• 
U.S.AJRFORCI!: 

Current AFMESA Customers 

I nt e g r ity - Se r v i ce - E :c c elle nc e 

Market Research-
Early OT Involvement 

Collect and Analyze Information about Capabilities within the 
Market to Satisfy Customer Requirements and Needs 

Two Main Activities 
o Market Surveillance (Practices, Trends, Technology Development) 

• Quick Look, Strategic View 
o Market Investigation {In-Depth Research, Requires a Team 

Approach) 

In-depth Look, Tactical View 

I nteg r it y - Se r v i c e - E x cellence 

\.J •:.• 
U.S.AIRFOR CI!: 

AFMESA Tests Throughout the 

AF and DoD Acquisition Process 

\.J •:• 
U.S.AIR FOA CI! 

J n.tegrity - Ser v i c e - E xcellence 

Operational Testing: 
AFSOC Support 

Multi-lingual Interface Oevicta 

•Language end Oial:er:t 
•Dos r Don't; for J:atient cl.JbJre 
•Patient inputs s~ptoms f hiSifCf'"j 

EXPEDITIONARY MEDiCINE 

.Man-portable alternate 
sources 

•Tosuwort fOfWard t ombal t::: 
hospitalftransport 

EXPEDinONARY MEO!Cir..'E 

EXPEDITfONARY MEDICINE 

Taking Medical Innovations From Concept To Field 

Integrity - S er v ice - E x cellence 
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\J •:• Bottom Line 
U S. AUt FOitCI! 

Unique Personnel Mix and Medical Experiences 
o Easier to Make Testers Than Clinicians 

Independent and Rapid 
Test Early and Often 
Focus on Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, 
Sustainability, and Life Cycle Management 

o Supporting sustainability and maintainability 
(better products at lower cost)--the Return on 
Investment (ROI) for engaging test 

The Key for a successful Transition from Testing to 
Field is Training and Technology Adoption 

I ntegrity - S er v ice - E :ccellence 

Operational Testing -
"The Right Stuff" 

Integ rity - Se r v ice - Excell ence 

\J •.:.• Message From the Boss 
U .S. AIR FOR C I! 

AFMESA provides the Air Force Medicttl Service, DoD, and 
our Joint partners with world class operational testing and 
evaluation capabilities. This critical asset is a force enabler 
and a powerful risk management tool. Test is the conscience 
of acquisition - the final arbiter of truth - did we build the 
right thing for our warfighters? 

\J •:• 
U.$.AIRF0RCI! 

-Brig Gen James Carroll, AFMSAICC 

AFJI.ESA Contact Information 
http:/lafmesa.ft--detrick.af.mil 

DSN 343-8600 

Questions 

In-t e grity - Service - Ex c ellence 
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